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CATEGORIFICATION OF SKEW-SYMMETRIZABLE CLUSTER ALGEBRAS
LAURENT DEMONET
Abstrat. We propose a new framework for ategorifying skew-symmetrizable luster alge-
bras. Starting from an exat stably 2-Calabi-Yau ategory C endowed with the ation of a nite
group Γ, we onstrut a Γ-equivariant mutation on the set of maximal rigid Γ-invariant objets
of C. Using an appropriate luster harater, we an then attah to these data an expliit
skew-symmetrizable luster algebra. As an appliation we prove the linear independene of the
luster monomials in this setting. Finally, we illustrate our onstrution with examples assoi-
ated with partial ag varieties and unipotent subgroups of Ka-Moody groups, generalizing to
the non simply-laed ase several results of Geiÿ-Leler-Shröer.
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1. Introdution
1.1. Cluster algebras. In 2001, Fomin and Zelevinsky introdued a new lass of algebras alled
luster algebras [FZ1℄, [FZ2℄ motivated by anonial bases and total positivity [Lus1℄, [Lus3℄.
By onstrution, a luster algebra is a ommutative ring endowed with distinguished generators
1
(luster variables) grouped in subsets of the same ardinality (lusters). The lusters are not
disjoint. On the ontrary, eah luster A has neighbours obtained by replaing eah of its
variables xi by a new variable x
1
i. The new luster µipAq  Aztxiu Y tx
1
iu is alled the mutation
of A in the diretion xi. Moreover, the mutations are always of the form
xix
1
i Mi  M
1
i ,
where Mi and M
1
i are monomials in the variables of A other than xi. The axioms imply strong
ompatibility relations between the monomials of the exhange relations. In partiular, a luster
algebra is fully determined by a seed, that is, a single luster and its exhange relations with all
its neighbours. In pratie, one usually denes a luster algebra by giving an initial seed. By
iterating the exhange relations, one an express every luster variable in terms of the variables
of the initial seed.
Berenstein, Fomin and Zelevinsky have shown that the oordinate rings of many algebrai
varieties attahed to omplex semi-simple Lie groups were endowed with the struture of a
luster algebra [BFZ℄. Other examples have been given by Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer [GLS6℄,
[GLS1℄.
Sine their emergene, luster algebras have aroused a lot of interest, oming in partiular
from their links with many other subjets: ombinatoris (see for instane [CFZ℄, [FST℄), Poisson
geometry [GSV1℄, [GSV2℄, integrable systems [FZ3℄, Teihmüller spaes [FG℄, and, last but not
least, representations of nite-dimensional algebras.
Unfortunately, beause of the indutive desription of luster algebras, many properties of
the luster variables whih might seem elementary are in fat very hard to prove. For instane:
Conjeture 1.1 (Fomin-Zelevinsky). Cluster monomials (that is produts of luster variables
of a single luster) are linearly independent.
In seminal artiles, Marsh, Reineke, Zelevinsky [MRZ℄, Buan, Marsh, Reineke, Reiten, Todorov
[BMR
 
℄ and Caldero, Chapoton [CC℄ have shown that the important lass of ayli luster al-
gebras ould be modelled with ategories onstruted from representations of quivers. This gives
in partiular a global (i.e. non indutive) understanding of these algebras, and gives new tools
for studying them. For example, this allowed Fu and Keller [FK℄ to prove the previous onjeture
for a family of luster algebras ontaining ayli luster algebras.
At the same time, Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer have studied luster algebras assoiated with
Lie groups of type A, D, E, and have modelled them by ategories of modules over Gelfand-
Ponomarev preprojetive algebras of the same type. They have shown that luster monomials
form a subset of the dual semi-anonial basis [GLS4℄ introdued by Lusztig [Lus4℄, proving the
above onjeture in this other ontext.
More reently, Derksen, Weyman and Zelevinsky [DWZ2℄, [DWZ1℄ have obtained a far-
reahing generalization of [MRZ℄, whih also ontains all the above examples. They have shown
that one an ontrol F -polynomials and g-vetors of every luster algebra whose initial seed
is enoded by a skew-symmetri matrix, using representations of quivers with potentials. This
enabled them to prove the linear independene onjeture, as well as many other onjetures on
F -polynomials and g-vetors formulated in [FZ4℄.
But the theory of Fomin and Zelevinsky inludes more general seeds given by skew-symmetri-
zable matries (i.e. produts of a skew-symmetri matrix by a diagonal matrix). For example,
luster algebras assoiated to Lie groups of type B, C, F , G are only skew-symmetrizable.
The aim of this artile is to extend the results of Geiÿ, Leler, Shröer and Fu, Keller to the
skew-symmetrizable ase.
1.2. Ations of groups on ategories. It is helpful to view a skew-symmetri matrix
M 
rrmijs PMnpZq as an oriented graph Q (i.e. a quiver) with vertex set Q0  t1, 2, . . . , nu and rmij
arrows from i to j if rmij ¡ 0 (resp. from j to i if rmij   0). If a group Γ ats on Q, one an
assoiate with it a new matrix M indexed by the orbit set Q0{Γ, by dening mij as the number
of arrows of Q between a xed vertex j of the orbit j and any vertex of the orbit i (ounted
2
positively if the arrows go from i to j and negatively if they go from j to i). It is easy to see
that M is skew-symmetrizable. For example, if
M 




0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0

Æ
Æ

then the quiver Q is of type D4
1
?
??
??
??
?
2 // 4
3.
??
There is an arrow from 1 to the orbit of 4 hene m41  1 and there are three arrows from the
orbit of 1 to 4 hene m14  3. Thus we obtain the matrix
M 

0 3
1 0


of type G2
1
<
4.
Hene the ation of a group Γ on a skew-symmetri matrix M gives rise to a skew-symme-
trizable matrix M . If M is the initial seed of a luster algebra rA ategoried as before by a
ategory C, it is natural to try to ategorify the luster algebra A with seed M by a ategory C1
onstruted from C and the group Γ.
This leads to study k-additive ategories C on whih a group Γ ats by auto-equivalenes. In
this situation, one an form a ategory CΓ whose objets are pairs pX, pψgqgPΓq onsisting of an
objet X of C isomorphially invariant under Γ, together with a family of isomorphisms ψg from
X to eah of its images by the elements g of Γ. One also requires that the ψg satisfy natural
ompatibility onditions. The ategory CΓ will be alled the Γ-equivariant ategory.
One then shows useful results of transfer. For example:
 if C is abelian, then CΓ is abelian;
 if C is exat and if for all g P Γ the auto-equivalene of C assoiated to g is exat, then
CΓ is exat;
 if H is a normal subgroup of Γ then Γ{H ats on CH and one has an equivalene of
ategories pCHqpΓ{Hq  CΓ.
We also prove that CΓ an be endowed with a natural ation of the ategory mod krΓs of
representations of Γ over k.
The ategories C used by Geiÿ, Leler, Shröer and Fu, Keller for modelling luster algebras
always have the following essential properties. They are Frobenius ategories (i.e. exat ate-
gories with enough injetives and projetives, and the injetives and projetives are the same),
and they satisfy
Ext1CpX,Y q  Ext
1
CpY,Xq
,
funtorially in X and Y . To summarize, suh a ategory C is said to be 2-Calabi-Yau. In this
framework, the notion of luster-tilting objet introdued by [Iya2℄ is very useful. An objet
X is luster-tilting if it is rigid, that is, if Ext1CpX,Xq  0 and if every objet Y satisfying
Ext1CpX,Y q  0 is in the additive envelope of X. If C ategories a skew-symmetri luster
algebra
rA, the luster-tilting objets model the lusters of rA, and their indeomposable diret
summands orrespond to luster variables.
Our prinipal transfer result shows that if C is 2-Calabi-Yau, then CΓ is also 2-Calabi-Yau.
Moreover, the two natural adjoint funtors linking C and CΓ indue reiproal bijetions between
3
isomorphism lasses of Γ-stable luster-tilting objets of C and isomorphism lasses of mod krΓs-
stable luster-tilting objets of CΓ.
In order to apply these general results to the examples studied by Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer,
we have omputed expliitly the ategory CΓ in several ases [Dem1℄. This inludes in partiular
the ase when C is the module ategory of a preprojetive algebra.
1.3. Categoriation of skew-symmetrizable luster algebras. Consider a 2-Calabi-Yau
ategory C on whih ats a nite group Γ. For ompleting the ategoriation, one needs to
develop a theory of mutations of mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting objets of CΓ, or, equivalently, of
Γ-stable luster-tilting objets of C. In the skew-symmetri ase (whih an be seen as the ase
where Γ is trivial), it is known that suh a theory is possible as soon as there exists a luster-
tilting objet whose assoiated quiver has neither loops nor 2-yles. We introdue in the general
ase the onepts of mod krΓs-loops and of mod krΓs-2-yles for a mod krΓs-stable luster-
tilting objet. One then shows that if CΓ admits a mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting objet having
neither mod krΓs-loops nor mod krΓs-2-yles, all mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting objets also
have this property. Under this hypothesis, one an dene a mutation operation. More preisely,
if T is mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting and if X is the mod krΓs-orbit of an indeomposable non
projetive diret summand X of T , one onstruts another mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting objet
T 1 obtained by replaing X by the mod krΓs-orbit Y of another indeomposable objet Y . One
denotes µXpT q  T
1
. One an also assoiate to T a skew-symmetrizable matrix BpT q whose
rows are indexed by the mod krΓs-orbits X of indeomposable summands of T and the olumns
by the mod krΓs-orbits X of indeomposable non projetive fators of T . The oeients bXY
are the numbers of arrows in the Gabriel quiver of EndCpT q between a xed indeomposable
objet Y of Y and any indeomposable objet X of X (the arrows from X to Y being ounted
positively and the arrows from Y to X being ounted negatively). We then show (see theorem
3.42):
Theorem A. The mutation of Γ-stable luster-tilting objets of C agrees with the mutation
dened ombinatorially by Fomin and Zelevinsky for skew-symmetrizable matries. That is,
BpµXpT qq  µXpBpT qq,
where, in the right-hand side, by abuse of notation, µX is the matrix mutation of Fomin and
Zelevinsky.
Via the above-mentioned bijetion between mod krΓs-stable luster-tilting objets of CΓ and
Γ-stable luster-tilting objets of C, one an assoiate to eah Γ-stable luster-tilting objet T
of C a matrix whih will be also denoted by BpT q.
Finally, in order to attah to C and Γ a luster algebra, we introdue a notion of Γ-equivariant
luster harater. In the skew-symmetri ase, aording to the work of Caldero-Chapoton [CC℄,
of Caldero-Keller [CK2℄, [CK1℄, of Palu [Pal℄, of Dehy-Keller [DK℄ and of Fu-Keller [FK℄ one
an assign to every objet X of C a Laurent polynomial in the luster variables of an initial seed
of the luster algebra A ategoried by C. If this initial seed is Γ-stable, one an identify the
luster variables whih belong to the same Γ-orbit. This speialization of the Laurent polynomial
assoiated to X only depends on the Γ-orbit X of X, and is denoted by PX . One dedues from
the previous onstrution that if T is a Γ-stable luster-tilting objet in C, and if A is the luster
algebra whose initial seed has skew-symmetrizable matrix BpT q, then the luster variables of A
are of the form PX where X is the orbit of an indeomposable summand of a Γ-stable luster-
tilting objet of C. In this situation, we say that the pair pC,Γq is a ategoriation of A. One
an then generalize the result of Fu and Keller (see orollary 3.61):
Theorem B. Let B be an m n matrix with skew-symmetrizable prinipal part. If B has full
rank and if the luster algebra ApBq has a ategoriation pC,Γq, then the luster monomials
are linearly independent.
As a result, we obtain a proof of onjeture 1.1 for a large family of skew-symmetrizable
luster algebras.
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1.4. Appliations. Finally, we give new families of examples of ategoriation of luster al-
gebras. Let G be a semi-simple onneted and simply-onneted Lie group of simply-laed
Dynkin diagram ∆, and let Λ be the assoiated preprojetive algebra. Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer
have shown that the subategories Sub IJ of modΛ indue luster strutures on the multi-
homogeneous oordinate rings of partial ag varieties assoiated to G [GLS6℄. Our work allows
to extend this result to the ase where G orresponds to a non simply-laed Dynkin diagram.
In partiular, one obtains a proof of the onjeture 1.1 for these luster algebras, and one an
omplete the lassiation of partial ag varieties whose luster struture is of nite type (i.e.
admit a nite number of lusters). In partiular, this proves the onjeture of [GLS6, 14℄.
Let G be a Ka-Moody group of symmetri Cartan matrix, and let Λ be the assoiated
preprojetive algebra. Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer have introdued ertain subategories CM of
modΛ and shown that they indue luster strutures on the oordinate ring of some unipotent
subgroups and unipotent ells of G [GLS1℄ (see also [BIRS℄ whih gives a dierent denition
of similar subategories). Our work allows to extend these results to the Ka-Moody groups G
with symmetrizable Cartan matries. In partiular, one obtains for all these examples a proof
of the onjeture 1.1. As a partiular ase of this onstrution, we get (see theorem 4.47):
Theorem C. For every ayli luster algebra without oeient A, there is a ategory C and
a nite group Γ ating on C whih ategorify A up to speialization of oeients to 1. This
holds in partiular for luster algebras of nite type.
Note that the works of Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer use as a ruial fat the existene of the
dual semianonial basis onstruted by Lusztig for the oordinate ring of a maximal unipotent
subgroup of G. But, when G is not of simply-laed type, there is no available onstrution of
semianonial bases. Our result an be interpreted as giving a part of the dual semianonial
basis in the non simply-laed ase, namely the set of luster monomials.
2. Equivariant ategories
For referenes about monoidal ategories and module ategories over a monoidal ategory,
see for example [BK℄, [CP℄, [Kas℄ and [Ost℄.
2.1. Denitions and rst properties. Let k be a eld, C a k-ategory, Hom-nite and Krull-
Shmidt (whih means that the endomorphism rings of indeomposable objets are loal, or
equivalently, that every idempotent splits). Let Γ be a nite group whose ardinality is not
divisible by the harateristi of k. Let Γ  mod kpΓq be the monoidal ategory of kpΓq-modules,
where kpΓq is the Hopf algebra of k-valued funtions on the group Γ. Remark that the simple
objets in Γ are the one-dimensional kpΓq-modules given by evaluation maps at eah element g
of Γ. If g P Γ, the orresponding simple objet in Γ will be denoted by g. With this notation, it
is easy to hek that the monoidal struture is simply gbh  gh, where for g, h P Γ, we denote
by gh the simple kpΓq-module orresponding to gh P Γ.
Denition 2.1. An ation of Γ on C is a struture of Γ-module ategory on C.
Remark 2.2. If one onsiders, as in [RR, p. 254℄, a group morphism ρ from Γ to the group of
autofuntors of C, one obtains a strit Γ-module struture by setting g b  ρpgq.
We now introdue a ategory of Γ-invariant objets of C. The naive idea of onsidering the
full subategory of C of invariant objets does not work beause almost none of the desired
properties are preserved.
Denition 2.3. Let C be endowed with an ation of Γ. The Γ-equivariant ategory of C is
the ategory whose objets are pairs pX,ψq, where X P C, and ψ  pψgqg P Γ is a family of
5
isomorphisms ψg : g bX Ñ X suh that, for every g, h P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
g b phbXq
Idg bψh // g bX
ψg

ghbX
α
OO
ψgh // X.
Here, α denotes the Γ-module strutural isomorphism. We also assume that ψe : 1bX Ñ X is
the strutural isomorphism of the Γ-module ategory whenever e is the neutral element of Γ.
The morphisms from an objet pX,ψq to an objet pY, χq are the morphisms f from X to Y
suh that for every g P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
g bX
Idg bf

ψg // X
f

g b Y
χg // Y.
Notation 2.4.  In the sequel, in partiular in diagrams, we will denote by ψ every arrow
of the form Idbψg.
 Every Γ-module strutural isomorphism will be denoted by α in diagrams.
 The Γ-equivariant ategory of C will be denoted by CΓ.
Remark 2.5. This ategory is equivalent to the skew group ategory onsidered by Reiten and
Riedtmann in [RR, p. 254℄. We have found our denition easier to handle beause it does not
require to use a Karoubi envelope. Moreover, it permits to deal with non-strit ations, whih is
more pratial in ertain ases. For more details about this problem, in partiular for the proof
of the equivalene, see [Dem3℄.
Examples 2.6. (i) If C  mod k is the ategory of nite dimensional k-vetor spaes, and
the ation of Γ on C is trivial, then CΓ  mod krΓs.
(ii) If A is a k-algebra and Γ ats on A, Γ ats naturally on modA. Then, one has
pmodAqΓ  modpAGq where AG is the skew group algebra dened in [RR℄ (see also
setion 2.8).
(iii) If Γ is a yli group, the ategory CΓ is the same as the one onsidered in [Lus2, hapter
11℄.
The following proposition is an easy generalization of a proposition of Gabriel [Gab, p. 9495℄:
Proposition 2.7. If Γ  xg0y is yli of order n P N, and if every element of k has an n-th
root in k, then every X P C suh that X  g0 bX has a lift pX,ψq in CΓ.
Note that proposition 2.7 does not generalize to a non yli group (see e.g. [Dem3, ex.
2.1.19℄).
Lemma 2.8. (i) The ategory CΓ is k-additive, Hom-nite and Krull-Shmidt.
(ii) If C is abelian, then CΓ is also abelian.
(iii) If C is exat and if for all g P Γ, the funtor g b : C Ñ C is exat (one will say that
the ation is exat), then CΓ is exat with admissible short exat sequenes of the form
0 Ñ pX,ψq
f
ÝÑ pX 1, ψ1q
g
ÝÑ pX2, ψ2q Ñ 0 suh that 0 Ñ X
f
ÝÑ X 1
g
ÝÑ X2 Ñ 0 is an
admissible short exat sequene in C.
Proof. All these points are lear from the funtoriality of the various onstrutions
(kernel, splitting, . . . ). 
Denition 2.9. Let n P N. An n-assoiativity is a funtor from Γn  C to C built from the
bifuntor b and the objet 1 P Γ. For instane, p b q b p1 b q and  b p b q are
2-assoiativities. An assoiativity is an n-assoiativity for some n.
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Let H be a subgroup of Γ and pX,ψq P CH. Let g1, g2, . . . , gn, g
1
1, g
1
2, . . . , g
1
m P Γ. Let A1 be an
n-assoiativity and A2 an m-assoiativity. A ψ-strutural isomorphism from A1pg1, . . . ,gn,Xq
to A2pg
1
1, . . . ,g
1
m,Xq is any isomorphism omposed of strutural isomorphisms of the Γ-module
struture, and of isomorphisms of the form Φpψhq or Φpψ
1
h q where h P H and Φ is a funtor
onstruted from an assoiativity and objets of Γ.
Lemma 2.10 (oherene). Let H be a subgroup of Γ. Let pX,ψq P CH. Let
g1, g2, . . . , gn, g
1
1, g
1
2, . . . , g
1
m P Γ.
Let also A1 be an n-assoiativity and A2 be an m-assoiativity. Then all ψ-strutural isomor-
phisms from A1pg1,g2, . . . ,gn,Xq to A2pg
1
1,g
1
2, . . . ,g
1
m,Xq are equal.
Proof. By invertibility of the ψ-strutural isomorphisms, one an suppose that A1  A2 and that
one of the two ψ-strutural isomorphisms is the identity. Let f be a ψ-strutural isomorphism
from A1pg1,g2, . . . ,gn,Xq to itself. By using ommutative diagrams built from diagrams of the
form
X
α

hbX
α

ψoo
hb ph1 bXq
ψ

hb ph1 b phbXqq
α

ψoo
hbX hb p1bXq
ψ
qq
α
mm
with h P H, one an suppose that f ontains only positive powers of ψ. By using ommutative
diagrams of the form
Φ1pXq
α // Φ2phbXq
ψ // Φ2pXq
Φ1ph
1
bXq
ψ
OO
α // Φ2phb ph
1
bXqq
ψ
OO
α // Φ2phh
1
bXq
ψ
OO
where h, h1 P H and Φ1 and Φ2 are funtors made from an assoiativity and objets of Γ, one
an suppose that f is of the form α1Φpψhqα2 where α1 and α2 are strutural morphisms of C
and Φ is made from an assoiativity and objets of Γ and h P H. Then, as α1Φpψhqα2 goes
from A1pg1,g2, . . . ,gn,Xq into itself, h is the neutral element of H and as ψe is strutural, f
is a strutural morphism of the Γ-module struture whih implies the result, by the MaLane
oherene lemma (see [Ma℄). 
Proposition 2.11. Let H be a normal subgroup of Γ. The ation of Γ on C indues an ation
of H on C. Then:
(i) The ation of Γ on C extends to an ation of Γ on CH.
(ii) For every h P H, there is an isomorphism of funtors from hb to IdCH .
(iii) The ation of Γ on CH indues an ation of Γ{H on CH.
(iv) There is an equivalene of ategories between pCHqpΓ{Hq and CΓ.
Proof. (i) Let pX,ψq P CH. If g P Γ and h P H, dene pg b ψqh suh that the following
diagram ommutes:
gbX g b pg1hg bXq
α
vvlll
lll
lll
lll
l
ψoo
hb pg bXq
pgbψqh
OO
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For g P Γ and h, h1 P H, the following diagram is ommutative from lemma 2.10 beause
all arrows are ψ-strutural:
hb ph1 b pg bXqq
hbpgbψqh1 // hb pg bXq
pgbψqh

hh1 bX
α
OO
pgbψqhh1 // g bX
whih means that g b pX,ψq  pg bX,g b ψq P CH (it is easy to see that pg b ψqe is
strutural). The following diagram ommutes for g, g1 P Γ and h P H:
hb pg b pg1 bXqq
pgbpg1bψqqh //
α

g b pg1 bXq
α

hb pgg1 bXq
pgg1bψqh // gg1 bX.
Therefore the strutural isomorphisms of C are also strutural isomorphisms of CH
whih leads to the onlusion.
(ii) For h, h1 P H, for the same reason, the following diagram ommutes:
h1 b phbXq
phbψqh1

ψ // h1 bX
ψ

hbX
ψ // X.
Therefore ψh is an isomorphism from h bX to X in the ategory CH. If pY, χq P CH
and f : pX,ψq Ñ pY, χq is a morphism, the following diagram ommutes:
hbX
ψ //
Idhbf

X
f

hb Y
χ // Y.
If one denotes
ϕh;Y,χ  χh
for every pY, χq P CH, then ϕh is an isomorphism from the funtor hb to the funtor
IdCH .
(iii) For g P Γ, denote by g its lass in Γ{H. Let Γ0  Γ be a set of representatives of Γ{H
ontaining the neutral element. For every g P Γ0, let gb  gb. Let g, g
1
P Γ0. There
exists a unique deomposition gg1  g2h with g2 P Γ0 and h P H. The isomorphism of
funtors α, suh that the diagram
gg1 b
α

g2 b g2 b phbq
ϕhoo
g b pg1 bq g b pg1 bq
α // g2hb
α
OO
ommutes, endows CH with an ation of Γ{H. Indeed, all axioms of a Γ{H-module
ategory are veried beause every morphism onsidered in these axioms is ψ-strutural
and therefore the equalities are true.
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(iv) Let pX,ψ1, ψ2q P pCHqpΓ{Hq. For g P Γ, there exists g0 P Γ0 and h P H suh that
g  g0h. Let ψg be suh that the following diagram ommutes:
g bX
α //
ψg

g0 b phbXq
ψ1 // g0 bX
X g bX
ψ2oo
Let now g1 P Γ, g10 P Γ0, h
1
P H, g20 P Γ0 and h
2
P H suh that g1  g10h
1
and gg1  g20h
2
.
The following diagram ommutes:
g b pg10 b ph
1
bXqq
ψ1 //
α

g b pg10 bXq
α

ψ2 // g bX
α

g0 b phb pg
1
0 bXqq
ψ2 //
g1
0
bψ1

g0 b phbXq
ψ1

g0 b phb pg
1
0 b ph
1
bXqqq
ψ1
44hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
g0 b pg
1
0 bXq
ψ2 // g0 bX
ψ2

g20 b ph
2
bXq
ψ1 //
α
OO
g20 bX
ψ2 //
α
OO
X
(the two upper squares beause α is funtorial, the middle right square beause ψ2 is a
morphism from g10 b pX,ψ
1
q to pX,ψ1q, the lower right square by denition of ψ2 and
the lower left pentagon beause it is formed by ψ1-strutural morphisms). Keeping only
the border and omposing with strutural morphisms on the left, one gets the following
ommutative diagram:
g b pg1 bXq
ψ //
α

g bX
ψ

gg1 bX
ψ // X
hene pX,ψq P CΓ. Let ΦpX,ψ1, ψ2q  pX,ψq. Let pY, χ1, χ2q P pCHqpΓ{Hq be an-
other objet and pY, χq  ΦpY, χ1, χ2q. Let f P Hom
pCHqpΓ{HqpX,ψ
1, ψ2;Y, χ1, χ2q. The
following diagram ommutes:
g bX
α //
f

ψ
''
g0 b phbXq
f

ψ1 // g0 bX
f

ψ2 // X
f

g b Y
α //
χ
77g0 b phb Y q
χ1 // g0 b Y
χ2 // Y
and, as a onsequene, f P HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq. By setting Φpf q  f , Φ is a funtor.
Now, if pX,ψq P CΓ, for h P H, let ψ1h  ψh and for g P Γ0, ψ
2
g0
 ψg0 . It is easy to
hek that pX,ψ1, ψ2q P pCHqpΓ{Hq (eah involved morphism is ψ-strutural) and that
ΦpX,ψ1, ψ2q  pX,ψq. Finally, Φ is essentially surjetive. Moreover, it is easy to see
that Φ is fully faithful. Hene Φ is an equivalene of ategories. 
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2.2. A mod krΓs-module struture on CΓ. We denote by krΓs the group algebra of Γ. This is
a Hopf algebra (dual to kpΓq), hene mod krΓs is a monoidal ategory. An objet ofmod krΓs will
be denoted by pV, rq, where V is a k-vetor spae, and r : ΓÑ GLpV q a group homomorphism.
Proposition 2.12. The ategory CΓ is a mod krΓs-module ategory in a natural way.
Proof. Let mod0 k be the full subategory of mod k, whose objets are k
n
(n P N). Let Ψ be the
inlusion funtor. It is easy to extend Ψ to a monoidal equivalene of ategories. Let Φ be a
monoidal quasi-inverse of Ψ. One endows C with a struture ofmod k-module ategory by setting
for every V P mod k and X P C, V bX  XdimpV q. If V,W P mod k, X,Y P C, f P HomkpV,W q
and g P HomCpX,Y q, one denes f b g : V bX  X
dimpV q
Ñ W b Y  Y dimpW q by
f b g  pΦpf qijgq16i6dimpW q,16j6dimpV q .
For every V,W P mod k and X P C, αV,W,X : pV bW q bX Ñ V b pW bXq is dened by
αV,W,X;i,j,ℓ 
"
IdX if i  j   dimpV qpℓ 1q,
0 else, .
where 1 6 i 6 dimpV bW q  dimpV qdimpW q, 1 6 j 6 dimpV q and 1 6 ℓ 6 dimpW q.
It is now easy to hek that C is mod0 k-module with these strutural isomorphisms. As Φ is
a monoidal equivalene, C is also mod k-module.
One dedues that CΓ is mod krΓs-module. Indeed, one remarks that for every g P Γ, V P
mod k and X P C, one has g b pV b Xq  g b XdimV  pg b XqdimV  V b pg b Xq. If
pV, rq P mod krΓs and pX,ψq P CΓ, let pV, rq b pX,ψq  pV b X, r b ψq where, for g P Γ,
pr b ψqg : g b pV bXq  V b pg bXq Ñ V bX is dened by pr b ψqg  rg b ψg. If one takes
also h P Γ, one gets the two ommutative diagrams
V
rh // V
rg

g b phbXq
Idg bψh // g bX
ψg

V
rgh // V ghbX
α
OO
ψgh // X
and applying the bifuntor b : mod k  C Ñ C yields the ommutative diagram
g b phb pV bXqq
Idg bprbψqh // g b pV bXq
prbψqg

ghb pV bXq
α
OO
prbψqgh // V bX
hene pV bX, r b ψq P CΓ.
Moreover, if pV 1, r1q P mod krΓs, pY, χq P CΓ, f P Hommod krΓsppV, rq, pV
1, r1qq and f 1 P
HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq, the two following diagrams ommute for every g P Γ:
V
f

rg // V
f

g bX
Idg bf
1

ψg // X
f 1

V 1
r1g // V 1 g b Y
χg // Y
whih shows by applying the bifuntor b : mod k  C Ñ C that f b f 1 P HomCΓppV, rq b
pX,ψq, pV 1, r1q b pY, χqq. This nishes the proof that CΓ is a mod krΓs-module ategory. 
Remark 2.13. The previous struture does not depend on the hoie of Φ up to isomorphism.
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2.3. A krΓs-linear struture on the equivariant ategory. The aim of this setion is to
dene new morphisms spaes on CΓ whih are krΓs-modules. These new strutures will be
written in bold fae. This gives a new ategory losely related to CΓ. The main relationships
between the two ategories will be outlined.
Notation 2.14. One denotes by F the forgetful funtor from CΓ to C.
Reall this lassial lemma:
Lemma 2.15. There is an isomorphism of trifuntors from pmod krΓsq3 to mod k:
Hommod krΓsp?1b?

2 , ?3q  Hommod krΓsp?1, ?2b?3q.
If r is a krΓs-module, r denotes its ontragredient, or dual representation.
Here is an easy lemma (for a detailed proof, see [Dem3, lemme 2.1.16℄) :
Lemma 2.16. With the previous notations, there is an isomorphism of quadrifuntors
HomCp?1 b1, ?2 b2q ?

1b?2 bHomCp1,2q
where the  are variables of C and the ? are variables of mod k.
Let pX,ψq, pY, χq P CΓ. As a k-vetor spae, let
HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq  HomCpX,Y q.
If g P Γ and f P HomCΓpX,Y q, dene gf P HomCΓpX,Y q by the following ommutative
diagram:
X
gf // Y
g bX
Idg bf //
ψg
OO
g b Y
χg
OO
Thus, one will prove in proposition 2.17 that HomCΓpX,Y q aquires the struture of a krΓs-
module. If Γ : pX 1, ψ1q Ñ pX,ψq, Γ1 : pY, χq Ñ pY 1, χ1q are morphisms in CΓ, dene
HomCΓpΓ,Γ
1
q  HomCpFΓ, FΓ
1
q.
Proposition 2.17. Dened in this way, HomCΓ is a bifuntor from CΓ  CΓ to mod krΓs
ontravariant in the rst variable and ovariant in the seond one whih satises:
(i) for X,Y,Z P CΓ the omposition
 : HomCpFY,FZq bHomCpFX,FY q Ñ HomCpFX,FZq
is a morphism of krΓs-modules
 : HomCΓpY,Zq bHomCΓpX,Y q Ñ HomCΓpX,Zq;
(ii) there is an isomorphism of quadrifuntors
HomCΓp?1 b1, ?2 b2q ?

1b?2 bHomCΓp1,2q
where the ? are variables in mod krΓs and the  are variables in CΓ;
(iii) there is an isomorphism of quadrifuntors
HomCΓp?1 b1, ?2 b2q  Hommod krΓsp?1b?

2 ,HomCΓp1,2qq
where the ? are variables in mod krΓs and the  are variables in CΓ.
In partiular it endows CΓ with the struture of a mod krΓs-linear ategory.
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Proof. For g, h P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
X
gphfq // Y
g bX
ψ
OO
Idg bhf // g b Y
χ
OO
ghbX
ψ
??                   
Idghbf
22g b phbXq
αoo
ψ
OO
Idg bpIdhbfq // g b phb Y q
χ
OO
α // ghb Y
χ
^^>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
so gphf q  pghqf and HomCΓpX,Y q is a representation of Γ.
If Γ : pX 1, ψ1q Ñ pX,ψq, Γ1 : pY, χq Ñ pY 1, χ1q are morphisms in CΓ, and if f P HomCpX,Y q,
the following diagram ommutes for every g P Γ:
X 1
gHomCpΓ,Γ
1
qpfq //
Γ
























Y 1
g bX 1
ψ1
OO
Idg bΓ

Idg bHomCpΓ,Γ
1
qpfq
// g b Y 1
χ1
OO
X
gf
33g bX
ψoo
Idg bf // g b Y
Idg bΓ
1
OO
χ // Y
Γ1
YY3333333333333333
and nally, gHomCpΓ,Γ
1
qpf q  HomCpΓ,Γ
1
qpgf q.
Hene HomCpΓ,Γ
1
q is a morphism from HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq to HomCΓppX
1, ψ1q, pY 1, χ1qq,
morphism whih will be denoted HomCΓpΓ,Γ
1
q turning HomCΓ into a bifuntor.
Let us now prove the three additional properties:
(i) is lear.
(ii) It is enough to show that the isomorphism of quadrifuntors Γ dened in lemma 2.16
remains an isomorphism. Let g P Γ and pV, rq, pV 1, r1q P mod krΓs. By denition of a
morphism of funtors, the lower square of the following diagram ommutes:
V  b V 1 bHomCpX,Y q
Γ //
Idb Idbpgbq

HomCpV bX,V
1
b Y q
gb

V  b V 1 bHomCpg bX,g b Y q
Γ //
t
r1g br
1
gbHomCpψ
1
g ,χgq

HomCpV b pg bXq, V
1
b pg b Y qq
HomCpr
1
g bψ
1
g ,r
1
gbχgq

V  b V 1 bHomCpX,Y q
Γ // HomCpV bX,V
1
b Y q
and the upper square ommutes beause V b pgbXq  gbpV bXq. This proves that
ΓV,V 1,X,Y is a morphism of representations.
(iii) From lemma 2.15 and (ii), one gets
Hommod krΓsp?1b?

2 ,HomCΓp1,2qq  Hommod krΓsp1, ?

1b?2 bHomCΓp1,2qq
 Hommod krΓsp1,HomCΓp?1 b1, ?2 b2qq
hene it is enough to see that Hommod krΓsp1,HomCΓp1,2qq  HomCΓp1,2q. This
is lear. Indeed, it is suient, if f P Hommod krΓsp1,HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqqq, to asso-
iate to it
f p1q P
£
gPΓ
HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq
g
 HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq
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the last equality being the denition of HomCΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq. 
Corollary 2.18. There is an isomorphism of trifuntors
HomCΓp?

b,q  HomCΓp, ?bq
where ? is a variable of mod krΓs and the  are variables of CΓ. In partiular, if r P mod krΓs,
the two funtors from CΓ to itself r b and r b are adjoint.
Proof. Using proposition 2.17, one gets
HomCΓp?

b,q  Hommod krΓsp?
,HomCΓp,qq  HomCΓp, ?bq,
whih is the desired isomorphism. 
2.4. The funtors rΓs and F .
Proposition 2.19. For X P C, dene
rX 

à
gPΓ
g

bX.
For g P Γ, denote by ψg the unique strutural isomorphism from gb rX to rX. Then p rX,ψq P CΓ.
Proof. For g, h P Γ, the diagram
g b phb rXq
Idg bψh // g b rX
ψg

ghb rX
α
OO
ψgh //
rX
ommutes by uniity of the strutural isomorphism from gb phb rXq to rX (lemma 2.10). 
Denition 2.20. The objet p
rX,ψq will be denoted by XrΓs.
Lemma 2.21. One an extend rΓs to a funtor from C to CΓ by setting
f rΓs 

à
gPΓ
Idg

b f
for every morphism f of C.
Proof. It is enough to see that if f : X Ñ Y is a morphism in C, then
f rΓs 

à
gPΓ
Idg

b f
is a morphism from XrΓs to Y rΓs. Let h P Γ. The diagram
hb

À
gPΓ g
	
bX
	
IdbpIdbfq
//
α

hb

À
gPΓ g
	
b Y
	
α


À
gPΓ g
	
bX
Idbf //

À
gPΓ g
	
b Y
ommutes by funtoriality of strutural morphisms. 
Proposition 2.22. (i) There is an isomorphism of funtors from CΓ to itself:
pFqrΓs  krΓs b 
where F : CΓ Ñ C is the forgetful funtor and krΓs denotes the regular representation
of Γ.
(ii) The funtors F : CΓÑ C and rΓs : C Ñ CΓ are adjoint.
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Proof. (i) Let pX,ψq P C. Let χ be suh that

à
gPΓ
g

bX,χ

 XrΓs.
For g, h P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
hb pg bXq
α //
hbψg

hg bX
ψhg

hbX
ψh // X.
Adding up these diagrams for g P Γ, by setting g1  hg, the following diagram ommutes:
hb

À
g g
	
bX
	
χh //
hb
À
ψg
''

À
g1 g
1
	
bX
À
gphb pg bXqq
À
α
//
À
hbψg

À
g1pg
1
bXq
À
ψg1

À
gphbXq
À
ψh //
À
g1 X
hb

À
gX
	
pkrΓsbψqh //
À
g1 X
the equalities onsisting of unique identiations through universal properties. As a
onsequene,
À
ψg is an isomorphism from XrΓs to krΓs b pX,ψq. Moreover, if f :
pX,ψq Ñ pY, ψ1q is a morphism, the following diagram ommutes:

À
g g
	
bX
p
À
gqbf
//

À
g g
	
b Y
À
gpg bXq
À
pgbfq
//
À
ψg

À
gpg b Y q
À
ψ1g

À
gX
krΓsbf
À
f //
À
g Y
the ommutativity of the lower square oming from the fat that f is a morphism in
CΓ. Finally,
À
ψg is a funtorial isomorphism.
(ii) Let X P C and pY, ψq P CΓ. If f P HomCpX,Y q, one denes
ξpf q :
à
gPΓ
pg bXq 

à
gPΓ
g

bX Ñ Y
by
pξpf qqg  ψg  pg b f q.
For g, h P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
hb pg bXq
hbpgbfq
//
α

hb pg b Y q
hbψg //
α

hb Y
ψh

hg bX
hgbf // hg b Y
ψhg // Y.
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By adding up these diagrams for g P Γ, one obtains the following ommutative diagram:
hb pp
À
gq bXq
hbξpfq
//
χh

hb Y
ψh

p
À
gq bX
ξpfq
// Y
whih shows that ξpf q is a morphism from XrΓs to pY, ψq. We now hek that ξ is
funtorial. Let X 1 P C and pY 1, ψ1q P CΓ. Let η : X 1 Ñ X be a morphism of C and
θ : pY, ψq Ñ pY 1, ψ1q a morphism of CΓ. Then, for g P Γ,
pθ  ξpf q  ηrΓsqg  θ  ξpf qg  pg b ηq  θ  ψg  pg b f q  pg b ηq
 ψ1g  pg b θq  pg b fηq  ψ
1
g  pg b θfηq  ξpθfηqg
hene, the following diagram ommutes:
HomCpX,Y q
HomCpη,F θq //
ξ

HomCpX
1, Y 1q
ξ

HomCΓpXrΓs, pY, ψqq
HomCΓpηrΓs,θq // HomCΓpX
1
rΓs, pY 1, ψ1qq
whih leads to the funtoriality of ξ. If f 1 P HomCΓpXrΓs, pY, ψqq, let ζpf
1
q  f 1
1
λ1.
One learly has ζpξpf qq  f . Moreover,
ξpζpf 1qqg  ψg  pg b pf
1
1
λ1qq  ψg  pg b f
1
1
q  pg b λ1q
 f 1g  χg|1bX  pg b λ
1
q  f 1g  pg b λq  pg b λ
1
q  f 1g
thus ξ and ζ are reiproal morphisms. 
Corollary 2.23. Let pX,ψq P CΓ. Then
(i) The objet pX,ψq is a diret summand of XrΓs.
(ii) If pX,ψq is indeomposable, Γ ats transitively on the set of isolasses of indeomposable
summands of X.
Proof. (i) By proposition 2.22, XrΓs  krΓs b pX,ψq. This gives the result beause 1 is a
diret summand of krΓs.
(ii) Let X 
Àℓ
i1Xi in C, the Xi being indeomposable. Then XrΓs 
Àℓ
i1XirΓs and, as
CΓ is Krull-Shmidt, pX,ψq is a diret summand of one of the XirΓs. As a onsequene,
addpXq  addF pXirΓsq  add

À
gPΓpg bXiq
	
. As Xi is indeomposable and C is
Krull-Shmidt, Γ ats learly transitively on this subategory. 
Notation 2.24. Let M P CΓ. The number of indeomposable diret summands of FM will be
denoted by ℓpMq. The number of non isomorphi indeomposable diret summands of FM will
be denoted by #M .
Remark 2.25. If M is indeomposable and Γ is yli, then #M  ℓpMq. However, it is not the
ase in general, even if the group is ommutative (see proposition 2.7 and the remark after it).
Lemma 2.26. Let X P CΓ be indeomposable. Then, #X divides ℓpXq. Their ratio is the
number of opies of eah indeomposable of addpFXq in FX.
Proof. Let X1,X2 be two indeomposable summands of FX. By orollary 2.23, as X is inde-
omposable, there exists g P Γ suh that g b X1  X2. Moreover, g b X  X, therefore, the
numbers of opies of X1 and X2 in X are equal. 
Lemma 2.27. If C is semisimple then CΓ is semisimple.
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Proof. Let X,Y two indeomposable objets of CΓ and f P HomCΓpX,Y q. As C is semisimple,
C and CΓ are abelian. Let k : K ãÑ X the kernel of f . As C is semisimple, Fk splits through an
rh : FX ։ FK. One gets rh P HomCΓpX,Kq. Let
h 
1
#Γ
¸
gPΓ
g  rh
with the result that h is a morphism from X to K and that
hk 
1
#Γ
¸
gPΓ
pg  rhqk 
1
#Γ
¸
gPΓ
pg  rhqpg  kq 
1
#Γ
¸
gPΓ
g  prhkq 
1
#Γ
¸
gPΓ
g  IdK  IdK
and nally, k splits. As CΓ is Krull-Shmidt, K is a diret summand of X. Finally, as X is
indeomposable, ker f  0 or ker f  X. In the same way, coker f  0 or coker f  Y and, as a
onsequene, f  0 or f is invertible whih shows that CΓ is semisimple. 
Denition 2.28. One denotes by rCs the semisimple k-ategory, whose simple objets are the
isomorphism lasses of indeomposable objets of C. For X  X1 `X2 `    `Xn P C where
X1,X2, . . . ,Xn are indeomposable, write
rXs  rX1s ` rX2s `    ` rXns
where rXis is the isomorphism lass of Xi (it is well dened beause C is Krull-Shmidt). More-
over, if X P C is indeomposable, one denes
End
rCsprXsq  EndCpXq{m
where m is the maximal ideal of EndCpXq.
Lemma 2.29. Let X1,X2, . . . ,Xn P C be non isomorphi indeomposable objets. Then, for
i1, i2, . . . , in, j1, j2, . . . , jn P N,
dimkpHom
rCsprX
i1
1 `X
i2
2 `    `X
in
n s, rX
j1
1 `X
j2
2 `    `X
jn
n sqq 
n¸
ℓ1
iℓjℓcℓ.
Here, for every ℓ, cℓ is the degree of the extension
k  EndCpXℓq{mℓ
and mℓ denotes the maximal ideal of EndCpXℓq.
Proof. It is obvious. 
Lemma 2.30. (i) The ation of Γ on C indues an ation of Γ on rCs;
(ii) if k is algebraially losed and rCs has only one simple, then rCsΓ  rCΓs as a mod krΓs-
module ategory.
Proof. First of all, up to an equivalene of ategories, eah isomorphism lass of C an be
supposed to ontain exatly one objet.
(i) If g P Γ and X P C, let g b rXs  rg b Xs. If f : rXs Ñ rXs is a morphism, then f
omes from a morphism f0 : X Ñ X. Let g b f be the lass of g b f0 modulo m. It
is well dened as if f0 is nilpotent, then g b f0 is also nilpotent. In the same way, one
denes strutural morphisms of rCs by projeting those of C modulo maximal ideals. It
is now lear that rCs is a Γ-module ategory.
(ii) Let X0 P C be the only indeomposable objet up to isomorphism. As rCsΓ and rCΓs
are semisimple and k is algebraially losed, it is enough to see that the simple ob-
jets of both ategories are in bijetion. If rpX,ψqs P rCΓs, one an assoiate to it
prXs, ψ1q P rCsΓ by reduing matrix oeients of ψ modulo the maximal ideal of
EndCpX0q. Conversely, if prXs, ψ
1
q P rCsΓ, one ar assoiate to it rpX,ψqs where the
matrix oeients of ψ are those of ψ1 multiplied by IdX0 . It is learly a bijetion. 
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Lemma 2.31. Suppose that k is algebraially losed. Let X P C be an indeomposable objet
and Y P addpXrΓsq an indeomposable objet of CΓ. Then XrΓs has ℓpY q{#pY q indeomposable
diret summands isomorphi to Y .
Proof. It will be proved in three steps.
(i) #Y  1. Then, up to restrition to addpFY q  addpXq, one an use lemma 2.30 and
dimHom
rCΓsprY s, rkrΓs b Y sq  dimHomrCsΓprY s, krΓs b rY sq
 dimHom
rCspF rY s, F rY sq  ℓpY q
2.
Moreover, XrΓsℓpY q  krΓs b Y whih implies the result in this ase.
(ii) #Y  #Γ. In this ase, XrΓs is indeomposable and therefore Y  XrΓs whih learly
implies the result.
(iii) General ase. Let
rY be the set of indeomposable summands of FY up to isomorphism.
The ation of Γ indues a morphism ΓÑ S
rY
, whose kernel H is normal in Γ. So, one
an apply proposition 2.11. As CΓ  CHpΓ{Hq, one gets a partial forgetful funtor
from CΓ to CH. Let rY P CH be the image of Y by this funtor. Let Y 1 be an
indeomposable diret summand of
rY . As #Y 1  1, ase (i) applies to Y 1. Moreover,
XrΓs  XrHsrΓ{Hs and #Y  #Γ{H. Hene, Y  Y 1rΓ{Hs appears in XrΓs the
number of times Y 1 appears in XrHs, that is ℓpY 1q  ℓpY q{#pΓ{Hq  ℓpY q{#Y . 
2.5. Approximations.
Denition 2.32. One denes AddpCq to be the lass of all full sub-k-ategories of C whih
are stable under isomorphisms and diret summands. If E is a olletion of objets of C, one
denotes by addpEq the smallest ategory of AddpCq ontaining E. The ategory T P AddpCq is
said to be nitely generated if T is of the form addpMq for some objet M P C. The sublass of
AddpCq onsisting in all nitely generated ategories will be denoted by addpCq. If F is a funtor
from C to a k-ategory C1 and T P AddpCq, F pT q will denote addptF pXq |X P T uq. If C is an
M-module ategory for some monoidal ategory M, AddpCqM (resp. addpCqM) will denote the
lass of elements of AddpCq (resp. addpCq) whih are sub-M-module ategories of C.
Denition 2.33. Let T P AddpCq and M P C. A left (resp. right) T -approximation of M is
an objet N P T and a morphism f P HomCpM,Nq (resp. P HomCpN,Mq) suh that for every
N 1 P T and f 1 : M Ñ N 1 (resp. f 1 : N 1 ÑM), f 1 fators through f .
Denition 2.34. A morphism f of the ategory C is said to be left (resp. right) minimal if
every morphism g suh that f  g  f (resp. f  f  g) is an isomorphism.
The following lemmas are folklore. For detailed proofs, the reader is referred to [ARS℄ or
[Dem3℄.
Lemma 2.35. Let X,Y,X 1, Y 1 P C and f P HomCpX,Y q, f
1
P HomCpX
1, Y 1q.
(i) The morphism f is right minimal if and only if there is no deomposition X  X0`X1
suh that f|X0  0 and X0  0.
(ii) The morphism f is left minimal if and only if there is no deomposition Y  Y0 ` Y1
suh that the orestrition of f to Y0 vanishes and Y0  0.
(iii) The morphisms f and f 1 are both left (resp. right) minimal if and only if f ` f 1 is left
(resp. right) minimal.
Lemma 2.36. Let M,N,M 1, N 1 P C, T P AddpCq, f : M Ñ N and f 1 : M 1 Ñ N 1. Then f
and f 1 are both left (resp. right) T -approximation if and only if f ` f 1 is a left (resp. right)
T -approximation.
Lemma 2.37. If T P addpCq and M P C, then there exists a minimal left (resp. right) T -
approximation of M whih is unique up to (non unique) isomorphism. Moreover, any left (resp.
right) T -approximation of M is the diret sum of the minimal left (resp. right) T -approximation
of M and a morphism of the form 0Ñ N (resp. N Ñ 0).
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Lemma 2.38. Let M P C and T P AddpCq. If T ontains the injetive envelope (resp. projetive
over) ofM , then every left (resp. right) T -approximation ofM is an admissible monomorphism
(resp. epimorphism).
Lemma 2.39. Let T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs, X,Y P CΓ and f P HomCΓpX,Y q.
(i) f is a left (resp. right) T -approximation if and only if Ff is a left (resp. right) FT -
approximation.
(ii) f is a minimal left (resp. right) T -approximation if and only if Ff is a minimal left
(resp. right) FT -approximation.
Proof. By duality, it is enough to prove the statement for left approximations.
(i) First of all, as T is mod krΓs-stable, if FY P FT , then Y P T (and, by denition, if
Y P T , FY P FT ). As F and rΓs are adjoint, the following diagram is ommutative
for every T P T :
HomCpFY,FT q
HomCpFf,FT q //


HomCpFX,FT q


HomCΓpY, pFT qrΓsq
HomCΓpf,pFT qrΓsq // HomCΓpX, pFT qrΓsq.
The rst line is surjetive for every T if and only if Ff is a left FT -approximation. As
T is mod krΓs-stable, pFT qrΓs  krΓsbT P T and therefore the seond line is surjetive
for every T if and only if f is a left T -approximation (beause T is a diret summand
of pFT qrΓs).
(ii) If Ff is left minimal then f is learly left minimal. Conversely, suppose that f is a
minimal left T -approximation. Let rf : FX Ñ rY be a minimal left FT -approximation
of FX. Let f 1  rf rΓs : pFXqrΓs Ñ rY rΓs. Then, one gets
Ff 1 
à
gPΓ
g b rf.
For every g P Γ, g b rf is a minimal left T -approximation beause FT is Γ-stable,
and, as a onsequene, by using lemmas 2.36 and 2.35, Ff 1 is also a minimal left FT -
approximation. Then, f 1 is a minimal left T -approximation. By uniity of a minimal
left T -approximation, and using lemmas 2.36 and 2.35, f 1  f ` g where g is a minimal
left T -approximation of
À
gPΓzteu gbX. Finally, as Ff
1
 Ff `Fg is left minimal, Ff
is also left minimal by lemma 2.35. 
2.6. Ation on an exat ategory. The ation of Γ on C is now supposed to be exat. Hene,
CΓ is exat. It is easy to see that the funtor rΓs from C to CΓ is exat.
Lemma 2.40. If X P C is injetive (resp. projetive), then XrΓs is injetive (resp. projetive).
Proof. Suppose that X is injetive. Let 0 Ñ XrΓs
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z Ñ 0 be an admissible short exat
sequene in CΓ. By denition, 0 Ñ F pXrΓsq
f
ÝÑ FY
g
ÝÑ FZ Ñ 0 is an admissible short exat
sequene in C. Applying HomCΓp,XrΓsq and HomCp,Xq gives the long exat sequenes
0Ñ HomCΓpZ,XrΓsq Ñ HomCΓpY,XrΓsq Ñ HomCΓpXrΓs,XrΓsq Ñ . . .
0Ñ HomCpFZ,Xq Ñ HomCpFY,Xq Ñ HomCpF pXrΓsq,Xq Ñ Ext
1
CpFZ,Xq  0.
The isomorphism of bifuntors HomCΓp,rΓsq  HomCpF,q permits to onlude that
HomCΓpf,XrΓsq : HomCΓpY,XrΓsq Ñ HomCΓpXrΓs,XrΓsq is surjetive. Therefore the admissi-
ble short exat sequene 0 Ñ XrΓs
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z Ñ 0 splits. Hene, XrΓs is injetive. The proof
is similar for the projetive ase. 
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Corollary 2.41. If C has enough injetive (resp. projetive) objets, then CΓ has also enough
injetive (resp. projetive) objets. Moreover, for X P CΓ, there exists an injetive resolution
I

(resp. a projetive resolution P

) of X suh that FI

(resp. FP

) is an injetive resolution
(resp. a projetive resolution) of FX.
Proof. Suppose that C has enough injetive objets. Let X P CΓ. There exists an admissible
short exat sequene 0 Ñ FX Ñ I Ñ Y Ñ 0 in C where I is injetive. As the ation of Γ is
exat, it gives an admissible short exat sequene 0Ñ pFXqrΓs Ñ IrΓs Ñ Y rΓs Ñ 0. Moreover,
X is a diret summand of pFXqrΓs and, as the omposition of two admissible monomorphisms
is an admissible monomorphism, one gets an admissible monomorphism X Ñ IrΓs. For the
seond part, it is enough to apply indutively the rst part beause IrΓs and F pIrΓsq are both
injetive in CΓ and C, respetively. 
One supposes now that C has enough injetives or enough projetives.
Denition 2.42. For X P CΓ and n P N, ExtnCΓpX,q will denote the right derived funtor of
HomCΓpX,q if C has enough injetive objets and Ext
n
CΓp,Xq will denote the left derived
funtor of HomCΓp,Xq if C has enough projetive objets. If C has both enough injetive and
projetive objets, the two denitions oinide as usual.
Hene, one gets on CΓ a struture of mod krΓs-exat ategory. All usual homologial results
remain true in this ontext. The following proposition links these properties with the usual
k-exat struture and summarizes some properties of Ext.
Proposition 2.43. For every n P N, there are funtorial isomorphisms (the ? are variables in
mod krΓs and the  are variables in CΓ):
(i) ExtnCΓp?1 b1, ?2 b2q ?

1b?2 bExt
n
CΓp1,2q;
(ii) ExtnCΓp?1 b1, ?2 b2q  Hommod krΓsp?1b?

2 ,Ext
n
CΓp1,2qq;
(iii) F ExtnCΓp,q  Ext
n
CpF, Fq;
(iv) ExtnCΓp?

b,q  ExtnCΓp, ?bq;
(v) ExtnCΓp?rΓs,q  Ext
n
Cp?, Fq;
(vi) ExtnCΓp, ?rΓsq  Ext
n
CpF, ?q
where F denotes the forgetful funtors from CΓ to C and from mod krΓs to mod k. Moreover,
these isomorphisms ommute with long exat sequenes obtained from admissible short exat
sequenes in CΓ.
Proof. These are easy onsequenes of lemma 2.41 together with proposition 2.17 and standard
homologial onstrutions. 
Corollary 2.44. If X P CΓ, X is injetive (resp. projetive) if and only if FX is injetive
(resp. projetive).
Proof. If X is injetive, for every Y P C,
ExtnCpY, FXq  Ext
n
CΓpY rΓs,Xq  0
so that FX is injetive. If FX is injetive, for all Y P CΓ, as Y is a diret summand of pFY qrΓs,
ExtnCΓpY,Xq  Ext
n
CΓppFY qrΓs,Xq  Ext
n
CpFY,FXq  0
hene X is injetive. The proof is the same for the projetive ase. 
Lemma 2.45. For every representation r P mod krΓs, the funtor rb from CΓ to CΓ is exat.
Proof. Let 0 Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0 be an admissible short exat sequene of CΓ. By denition,
0 Ñ FX Ñ FY Ñ FZ Ñ 0 is an admissible short exat sequene of C. As 0 Ñ F pr bXq Ñ
F pr b Y q Ñ F pr b Zq Ñ 0 is isomorphi to 0Ñ pFXqdim r Ñ pFY qdim r Ñ pFZqdim r Ñ 0, this
is an admissible short exat sequene of C and therefore, by denition, 0 Ñ r bX Ñ r b Y Ñ
r b Z Ñ 0 is an admissible short exat sequene of CΓ. 
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2.7. Ation on a Frobenius stably 2-Calabi-Yau ategory. As before, the group Γ is
supposed to be nite, of ardinality non divisible by the harateristi of k and the k-ategory C
is exat, Hom-nite, Krull-Shmidt. Reall that C is alled Frobenius if it has enough projetives
and enough injetives and if the projetive objets and the injetive objets are the same. Reall
that C is alled (stably) 2-Calabi-Yau if there is a funtorial isomorphism c : Ext1Cp1,2q 
Ext1Cp2,1q

. In the following, C will be supposed to be Frobenius and stably 2-Calabi-
Yau. The ategory CΓ is Frobenius by orollary 2.44. One xes an isomorphism of bifuntors
c : Ext1Cp1,2q  Ext
1
Cp2,1q

.
Denition 2.46. The ation of Γ on C is said to be 2-Calabi-Yau (for c) if it is exat and for
every g P Γ, the following diagram ommutes:
Ext1Cp1,2q
c

gb // Ext1Cpg b1,g b2q
c

Ext1Cp2,1q
 Ext1Cpg b2,g b1q

pgbq
oo
From now on, the ation of Γ on C is assumed to be 2-Calabi-Yau (for c).
Proposition 2.47. (i) The funtorial isomorphism of vetor spaes c is also a funtorial
isomorphism of krΓs-modules:
Ext1CΓp1,2q  Ext
1
CΓp2,1q

(reall that for any X,Y P CΓ, the underlying vetor spae of the mod krΓs-module
Ext1CΓpX,Y q is Ext
1
CpFX,FY q).
(ii) The ategory CΓ is 2-Calabi-Yau.
Proof. Reall that there is an isomorphism of funtors from mod krΓs into itself:
Hommod krΓsp1,q  Hommod krΓsp,1q
.
(i) The only thing to prove is that, for any pX,ψq, pY, χq P CΓ, cX,Y is in fat a morphism
of representations of Γ from Ext1CΓppX,ψq, pY, χqq to Ext
1
CΓppY, χq, pX,ψqq

. For g P Γ,
it is enough to show that the following diagram ommutes:
Ext1CpX,Y q
cX,Y //
gb

Ext1CpY,Xq

ppgbqq
1

Ext1Cpg bX,g b Y q
cgbX,gbY //
Ext1
C
pψ1g ,χgq

Ext1Cpg b Y,g bXq

Ext1
C
pχg ,ψ
1
g q

p
Ext1
C
pχ1g ,ψgq

q
1

Ext1CpX,Y q
cX,Y // Ext1CpY,Xq

(the left side omes from the ation of g on Ext1CpX,Y q and the right side omes from
the inverse of the adjoint of the ation of g); the upper square ommutes beause the
ation of Γ is 2-Calabi-Yau and the lower square ommutes beause the isomorphism c
is funtorial.
(ii) Denote by c the isomorphism of funtors of (i). Let
rc  Hommod krΓsp1, cq.
Then rc is an isomorphism of funtors
Hommod krΓsp1,Ext
1
CΓp1,2qq ÝÑ Hommod krΓsp1,Ext
1
CΓp2,1q

q.
The reiproal isomorphism is
rc1  Hommod krΓsp1, c
1
q.
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Moreover, lemma 2.43 leads to
Hommod krΓsp1,Ext
1
CΓp1,2qq  Ext
1
CΓp1,2q
and
Hommod krΓsp1,Ext
1
CΓp2,1q

q  Hommod krΓspExt
1
CΓp2,1q,1q
 Hommod krΓsp1,Ext
1
CΓp2,1qq

 Ext1CΓp2,1q

whih nishes the proof. 
2.8. Computation of pkQqΓ and pΛQqΓ. The aim of this setion is to summarize some prop-
erties proved in [Dem1℄ useful to ompute equivariant ategories for ategories of modules. The
assumptions on k and Γ are the same as before. If Λ is a k-algebra and if Γ ats on Λ, the ation
being denoted exponentially, the skew group algebra of Λ under the ation of Γ is by denition
the k-algebra whose underlying k-vetor spae is krΓs bk Λ and whose multipliation is linearly
generated by pg b aqpg1 b a1q  gg1 b ag
11
a1 for all g, g1 P Γ and a, a1 P Λ (see [RR℄). It will be
denoted by ΛΓ. Identifying krΓs and Λ with subalgebras of ΛΓ, an alternative denition is
ΛΓ  xΛ, krΓs | pg, aq P Γ Λ, gag1  agyk-alg
The following links skew group algebras with equivariant ategories.
Proposition 2.48. The ation of Γ on Λ indues an ation of Γ on modΛ. Moreover, there is
a anonial equivalene of ategories between modpΛΓq and modpΛqΓ.
Proof. If g P Γ and pV, rq P modΛ, one denotes by g b pV, rq the representation pV,g b rq of
Λ where, if a P Λ, pg b rqa  rg1a. If f P HommodΛppV, rq, pV
1, r1qq, one denes Idgbf  f .
Extending this denition by linearity on the whole ategory Γ, modΛ is a Γ-module ategory.
The strutural isomorphisms are identities.
Let pV, r, ψq P modpΛqΓ. For g P Γ and a P Λ, one denes
r
ψ
gba  ψgra.
Sine for every g, g1 P Γ and a, a1 P Λ the diagram
V
ra1 //
r
g11paqa1
))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S V
ψg1 //
r
g11paq
pg1brqa

V
ra

V
ψgg1 ))SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
SSS
S
ψg1 // V
ψg

V
is ommutative, one gets that r
ψ
gbar
ψ
g1ba1
 r
ψ
pgbaqpg1ba1q
. Therefore pV, rψq is a representation of
ΛΓ.
If f P HommodpΛqΓppV, r, ψq, pV
1, r1, ψ1qq, it is lear that
f P HommodpΛΓqppV, r
ψ
q, pV 1, r1ψ
1
qq.
Hene pV, r, ψq ÞÑ pV, rψq is a funtor from modpΛqΓ to modpΛΓq.
Let pV, r0q P modpΛΓq. If a P Λ, let ra  r
0
1ba whih gives that pV, rq P modpΛq. If g P Γ, let
ψg  r
0
gb1. For g P Γ and a P Λ, the following diagram ommutes:
V
ψg //
r
g1paq

r0
gbg1paq
&&NN
NNN
NNN
NNN
NN V
ra

V
ψg // V.
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Hene ψg is an isomorphism from g b pV, rq to pV, rq. It is lear that pV, r, ψq P modpΛqΓ.
If f P HommodpΛΓqppV, r
0
q, pV 1, r10qq, one gets immediately
f P HommodpΛqΓppV, r, ψq, pV
1, r1, ψ1qq.
The two onstruted funtors are mutually inverse. 
Let now Q  pQ0, Q1q be a quiver. Consider an ation of Γ on the path algebra kQ permuting
the set of primitive idempotents tei | i P Q0u. We now dene a new quiver QΓ.
Let
rQ0 be a set of representatives of the lasses of Q0 under the ation of Γ. For i P Q0, let
Γi denote the subgroup of Γ stabilizing ei, let i P rQ0 be the representative of the lass of i and
let κi P Γ be suh that κii  i.
For pi, jq P rQ20, Γ ats on OiOj where Oi and Oj are the orbits of i and j under the ation
of Γ. A set of representatives of the lasses of this ation will be denoted by Fij .
For i, j P Q0, dene Aij  ej
 
radpkQq{ radpkQq2

ei where radpkQq is the Jaobson radial
of kQ. We regard Aij as a left krΓi X Γjs-module by restriting the ation of Γ.
The quiver QΓ has vertex set
QΓ,0 
¤
iP rQ0
tiu  irrpΓiq
where irrpΓiq is a set of representatives of isomorphism lasses of irreduible representations of
Γi. The set of arrows of QΓ from pi, ρq to pj, σq is a basis of
à
pi1,j1qPFij
Hommod krΓi1XΓj1 sppκi1  ρq|Γi1XΓj1 bAi1j1 , pκj1  σq|Γi1XΓj1 q

where the representation κi1  ρ of Γi1 is the same as ρ as a vetor spae, and pκi1  ρqg  ρκ1
i1
gκi1
for g P Γi1  κi1Γiκ
1
i1 .
Theorem 2.49 ([Dem1, theorem 1℄). There is an equivalene of ategories
mod k pQΓq  mod pkQqΓ.
Theorem 2.49 was also proved by Reiten and Riedtmann in [RR, 2℄ for yli groups. The
following theorem deals with the ase of preprojetive algebras ΛQ.
Theorem 2.50 ([Dem1, theorem 2℄). If Γ ats on kQ, where Q is the double quiver of Q, by
permuting the primitive idempotents ei, and if for all g P Γ, r
g
 r where r is the preprojetive
relation of this quiver, then
 
Q

Γ
is of the form Q
1
for some quiver Q1 and pΛQqΓ is Morita
equivalent to ΛQ1.
One an always extend an ation on kQ to an ation on kQ and this yields:
Corollary 2.51 ([Dem1, orollary 1℄). An ation of Γ on a path algebra kQ permuting the
primitive idempotents indues naturally an ation of Γ on kQ and
 
Q

Γ
is isomorphi to the
double quiver of QΓ. Moreover, there is an equivalene of ategories
modΛQΓ  modΛQΓ.
3. Categorifiation of skew-symmetrizable luster algebras
In this part, C is supposed to be exat, Frobenius, Hom-nite, stably 2-Calabi-Yau and Krull-
Shmidt. As before, Γ is a nite group whose ardinality is not divisible by the harateristi of
k. The group Γ is supposed to at on C, the ation being exat and 2-Calabi-Yau (see denition
2.46).
The results of this setion generalize works by Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer (in partiular [GLS3℄
and [GLS1℄) in the ontext of preprojetive algebras, and works of Dehy, Fu, Keller, Palu and
others in the ontext of exat ategories (see [DK℄, [FK℄, [Pal℄).
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3.1. Mutation of maximal Γ-stable rigid subategories.
Denition 3.1. A ategory T P AddpCq (resp. P AddpCΓq) is said to be rigid if there are no
non trivial extensions between its objets. If moreover every rigid ategory T 1 ontaining T is
equal to T , then we say that T is maximal rigid.
The following denition was introdued in [Iya2℄:
Denition 3.2. A ategory T P AddpCq (resp. P AddpCΓq) is said to be luster-tilting or
maximal 1-orthogonal if for any X P C (resp P CΓ), the following are equivalent:
 Y P T ,Ext1pX,Y q  0;
 X P T .
Clearly, any luster-tilting ategory is maximal rigid.
Denition 3.3. If T P AddpCqΓ is rigid, T is said to be maximal Γ-stable rigid if for every rigid
T 1 P AddpCqΓ ontaining T , T 1  T . Similarly, if T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs is rigid, T is said to be
maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid if for every rigid T 1 P AddpCΓqmod krΓs ontaining T , T 1  T .
Remark 3.4. Being maximal Γ-stable (resp. mod krΓs-stable) rigid is weaker than being maximal
rigid and Γ-stable (resp. mod krΓs-stable). For instane, the quiver
1
α
((
2
α
hh
with relations αα  αα  0, on whih Z{2Z ats by exhanging the two verties, has no
maximal rigid objet whih is Z{2Z-stable. The only maximal Γ-stable rigid objet is the diret
sum of the projetive ones.
Proposition 3.5. The funtors rΓs and F indue reiproal bijetions between:
(i) AddpCqΓ and AddpCΓqmod krΓs;
(ii) the set of rigid T P AddpCqΓ and the set of rigid T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs;
(iii) the set of maximal Γ-stable rigid T P AddpCqΓ and the set of maximal mod krΓs-stable
rigid T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs;
(iv) the set of luster-tilting T P AddpCqΓ and the set of luster-tilting T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs.
Moreover, all these bijetions restrit to bijetions between the orresponding nitely generated
lasses.
Proof. (i) If D P AddpCqΓ, it is lear that DrΓs P AddpCΓqmod krΓs. Similarly, if D1 P
AddpCΓqmod krΓs, it is easy to see that FD1 P AddpCqΓ. Suppose now that X P F pDrΓsq.
This means that X is a diret summand of F pY rΓsq for some Y P D. But F pY rΓsq
is the diret sum of the g b Y for g P Γ, hene F pY rΓsq P D and nally, X P D. If
X P D, X is a diret summand of F pXrΓsq so that X is in F pDrΓsq. One onludes
that F pDrΓsq  D.
Suppose that X P F pD1qrΓs. It means thatX is a diret summand of some F pY qrΓs 
krΓsbY where Y P D1 and, as D1 is mod krΓs-stable, F pY qrΓs and X are in D1. On the
other hand, if X P D1, as X is a diret summand of F pXqrΓs, X is in F pD1qrΓs. Finally
F pD1qrΓs  D1. Therefore, F and rΓs indue reiproal bijetions.
(ii) Suppose that T P AddpCqΓ is rigid. Let X P T rΓs. By denition, there exists Y P T
and X 1 P T rΓs suh that Y rΓs  X `X 1. Thus, one gets
Ext1CΓpX,Xq  Ext
1
CΓpY rΓs, Y rΓsq  Ext
1
CpY, F pY rΓsqq
 Ext1CpF pY rΓsq, F pY rΓsqq  0
beause, as Y P T and T is Γ-stable, F pY rΓsq P T . As a onsequene, X is rigid and
therefore T rΓs is rigid.
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Suppose now that T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs is rigid. Let X P FT . By denition, there
exists Y P T and X 1 P FT suh that FY  X `X 1. One gets
Ext1CpX,Xq  Ext
1
CpFY,FY q  Ext
1
CΓpY, pFY qrΓsq
 Ext1CΓppFY qrΓs, pFY qrΓsq  0
beause, as Y P T and T ismod krΓs-stable, pFY qrΓs  krΓsbY P T . As a onsequene,
FT is rigid.
(iii) This is lear beause the two bijetions are inreasing (with respet to inlusion).
(iv) Suppose that T P AddpCqΓ is luster-tilting. Let X P CΓ suh that for every Y P T rΓs,
Ext1CΓpX,Y q  0. In partiular, for every Z P T , Ext
1
CpFX,Zq  Ext
1
CΓpX,ZrΓsq  0.
Therefore, as T is luster-tilting, FX P T , pFXqrΓs P T rΓs, and X P T rΓs beause X
is a diret summand of pFXqrΓs. Finally, as T rΓs is rigid, T rΓs is luster-tilting.
Suppose that T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs is luster-tilting. Let X P C be suh that for
every Y P FT , Ext1CpX,Y q  0. In partiular, for all Z P T , Ext
1
CΓpXrΓs, Zq 
Ext1CpX,FZq  0. Therefore XrΓs P T , F pXrΓsq P FT and, X P FT as X is a diret
summand of F pXrΓsq. Finally, as FT is rigid, FT is luster-tilting. 
Lemma 3.6. Let T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs be rigid, and let X P CΓ be suh that krΓs bX is rigid.
If
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑ T
g
ÝÑ Y Ñ 0
is an admissible short exat sequene and f is a left T -approximation, then the ategory
addpT , krΓs b Y q
is rigid.
Proof. If T 1 P T , applying HomCΓp, krΓs b T
1
q to the admissible short exat sequene yields
the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomCΓpY, krΓs b T
1
q Ñ HomCΓpT, krΓs b T
1
q
HomCΓpf,krΓsbT
1
q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX, krΓs b T
1
q
Ñ Ext1CΓpY, krΓs b T
1
q Ñ Ext1CΓpT, krΓs b T
1
q  0.
As f is a left T -approximation, HomCΓpf, krΓs b T
1
q is surjetive, and as a onsequene,
Ext1CΓpY, krΓs b T
1
q  Ext1CΓpkrΓs b Y, T
1
q  0. Moreover, as krΓs b  is an exat funtor,
0 Ñ krΓs bX Ñ krΓs b T
krΓsbg
ÝÝÝÝÑ krΓs b Y Ñ 0 is an admissible short exat sequene. There-
fore, applying the funtor HomCΓpX,q gives rise to the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomCΓpX, krΓs bXq Ñ HomCΓpX, krΓs b T q
HomCΓpX,krΓsbgq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX, krΓs b Y q
Ñ Ext1CΓpX, krΓs bXq  0
beause krΓs b X is rigid. Furthermore, applying HomCΓp, krΓs b Y q to the rst admissible
short exat sequene yields the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomCΓpY, krΓs b Y q Ñ HomCΓpT, krΓs b Y q
HomCΓpf,krΓsbY q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX, krΓs b Y q
Ñ Ext1CΓpY, krΓs b Y q Ñ Ext
1
CΓpT, krΓs b Y q  0
Let now h P HomCΓpX, krΓs b Y q. By the previous argument, h fatorizes through krΓs b g.
Let h1 P HomCΓpX, krΓs b T q be suh that h  pkrΓs b gqh
1
. As krΓs b T P T and f is a left
T -approximation, there exists t P HomCΓpT, krΓsbT q suh that h
1
 tf . Hene, h  pkrΓsbgqtf
and HomCΓpf, krΓs b Y q is surjetive. Therefore, Ext
1
CΓpY, krΓs b Y q  0 and T ` krΓs b Y is
rigid. Finally, addpT , krΓs b Y q is rigid. 
Proposition 3.7. Let T P addpCΓqmod krΓs rigid, and let X P CΓ be indeomposable suh that
X R T . Suppose that T ontains all projetive objets of CΓ, and that addpT , krΓsbXq is rigid.
Then, there exist two admissible short exat sequenes whih are unique up to isomorphism
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑ T
g
ÝÑ Y Ñ 0 and 0Ñ Y 1
f 1
ÝÑ T 1
g1
ÝÑ X Ñ 0
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suh that
(i) f and f 1 are minimal left T -approximations;
(ii) g and g1 are minimal right T -approximations;
(iii) addpT , krΓs b Y q and addpT , krΓs b Y 1q are rigid;
(iv) Y R T and Y 1 R T ;
(v) Y and Y 1 are indeomposable;
(vi) addpkrΓs bXq X addpkrΓs b Y q  0 and addpkrΓs bXq X addpkrΓs b Y 1q  0.
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove the results for the rst admissible short exat sequene.
Using lemma 2.38, a minimal left T -approximation of X is an admissible monomorphism, whih
implies the existene and the uniity of the admissible short exat sequene. Then (i) is satised
by denition. As X R T , the admissible short exat sequene does not split. Hene, Y R
addpT , krΓs b Xq whih is rigid. This proves (iv) and (vi). Moreover, lemma 3.6 shows that
addpT , krΓs b Y q is rigid. Hene, (iii) is proved. For T 1 P T , applying HomCΓpT
1,q to the
admissible short exat sequene yields the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomCΓpT
1,Xq Ñ HomCΓpT
1, Y q
HomCΓpT
1,gq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpT
1, Zq
Ñ Ext1CΓpT
1,Xq  0
and, therefore, HomCΓpT
1, gq is surjetive, whih implies that g is a right T -approximation.
Let T0 be a diret summand of T on whih g vanishes. Let π be a projetion on T0. As
gπ  0 and f is a kernel of g, there exists f 1 P HomCΓpT,Xq suh that π  ff
1
. Therefore,
ff 1pIdT πq  0 and, as f is an admissible monomorphism, f
1
pIdT πq  0. Thus pf
1f q2 
f 1πf  f 1f . As every idempotent splits and X is indeomposable, f 1f  0 or f 1f  IdX . As
the admissible short exat sequene does not split, f 1f  0. Finally, π  ff 1  pff 1q2  0 so
that T0  0 and g is minimal. This proves (ii).
Suppose now that Y  Y1 ` Y2. Let g1 : T1 Ñ Y1 and g2 : T2 Ñ Y2 be minimal right
T -approximations. Then g1 ` g2 is a minimal right T -approximation using lemmas 2.35 and
2.36. By uniity of minimal approximations, g  g1 ` g2. Therefore, as g is an admissible
epimorphism, g1 and g2 are admissible epimorphisms. Hene they have kernels f1 : X1 Ñ T1
and f2 : X2 Ñ T2 and by uniity of the kernel, f  f1 ` f2. As a onsequene, as X  X1 `X2
is indeomposable, X1  0 or X2  0 and as f is minimal, T1  0 or T2  0. So, Y1  0 or
Y2  0. Finally, Y is indeomposable. This proves (v). 
One now denes left and right mutations. Corollary 3.15 below laims that under some mild
assumptions, these two notions oinide.
Denition 3.8. Retaining the notation of proposition 3.7, one writes
µrXpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  addpT , krΓs b Y q µ
l
XpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  addpT , krΓs b Y
1
q.
The map µrX is alled the right X-mutation and µ
l
X is alled the left X-mutation. The ordered
pair pX,Y q (resp. pX,Y 1q) is alled a right (resp. left) exhange pair assoiated with T .
Remark 3.9. This is not ambiguous. Indeed, if T 1 P AddpCΓqmod krΓs and X P T 1 is indeom-
posable then there exists a unique T P AddpT 1qmod krΓs suh that addpkrΓs b Xq X T  0 and
T 1  addpT , krΓs b Xq: it is the full subategory of T 1 onsisting of objets whih have no
ommon fators with krΓs bX.
Lemma 3.10. Let pX,Y q be a left (resp. right) exhange pair. Then,
(i) #X  #Y and ℓpXq  ℓpY q;
(ii) if pX 1, Y 1q is another left (resp. right) exhange pair and if X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq, then
Y 1 P addpkrΓs b Y q.
Proof. Let 0 Ñ X Ñ T Ñ Y Ñ 0 be an admissible short exat sequene orresponding
to the exhange pair. Using lemmas 2.36, 2.35, 2.39 and the fat that the lass of admissi-
ble monomorphisms (resp. epimorphisms) is stable under diret summands, one proves that
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0Ñ FX Ñ FT Ñ FY Ñ 0 is a diret sum of admissible short exat sequenes of the same form
as in proposition 3.7. Thus, ℓpXq  ℓpY q. Moreover, it is lear that for two isomorphi indeom-
posable diret summands of FX, the two orresponding indeomposable diret summands of FY
are also isomorphi, and onversely. As a onsequene, #X  #Y . Let 0Ñ X 1 Ñ T 1 Ñ Y 1 Ñ 0
be an admissible short exat sequene orresponding to the exhange pair pX 1, Y 1q. If X0 is an
indeomposable diret summand of FX, then, as addpkrΓsbXq  addpX0rΓsq  addpkrΓsbX
1
q,
X0 is also an indeomposable diret summand of FX
1
. Hene, the admissible short exat se-
quene 0 Ñ X0
f
ÝÑ T0 Ñ Y0 Ñ 0 where f is a minimal left addpFT
1
q-approximation appears
both as a diret summand of 0 Ñ FX Ñ FT Ñ FY Ñ 0 and as a diret summand of
0 Ñ FX 1 Ñ FT 1 Ñ FY 1 Ñ 0. Finally FY and FY 1 have Y0 as a ommon diret summand,
whih implies that Y 1 P addpY0rΓsq  addpkrΓsbY q beause Y and Y
1
are indeomposable. 
Lemma 3.11. Let X,Y P CΓ be indeomposable, with ℓpXq  ℓpY q and #X  #Y . The
following are equivalent:
(i) For every indeomposable objet X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq,
dimExt1CΓpX
1, Y q 
"
1 if X 1  X
0 else.
(ii) For every indeomposable objet Y 1 P addpkrΓs b Y q,
dimExt1CΓpX,Y
1
q 
"
1 if Y 1  Y
0 else.
Proof. Let
rX (resp. rY ) be the set of isomorphism lasses of indeomposable diret summands
of krΓs bX (resp. krΓs b Y ). Using lemma 2.31,
dimExt1CpFX,FY q  dimExt
1
CΓpkrΓs bX,Y q 
¸
X1P rX
ℓpXqℓpX 1q
#X 1
dimExt1CΓpX
1, Y q(1)
 dimExt1CΓpX, krΓs b Y q 
¸
Y 1PrY
ℓpY qℓpY 1q
#Y 1
dimExt1CΓpX,Y
1
q(2)
If (i) holds, then (1) yields
dimExt1CpFX,FY q  ℓpXq
2
{#X.
As dimExt1CΓpX,Y q  1, the orresponding term in (2) is equal to ℓpY q
2
{#Y  ℓpXq2{#X,
and therefore all other terms vanish. The onverse is proved similarly. 
Denition 3.12. With the notation of lemma 3.11, if the two equivalent assumptions are
satised, X and Y are alled neighbours.
Lemma 3.13. If X,Y P CΓ are indeomposable objets satisfying ℓpXq  ℓpY q and #X  #Y ,
the following are equivalent:
(i) For every indeomposable objet X0 P addpFXq, there exists an indeomposable objet
Y0 P addpFY q suh that for every indeomposable Y
1
0 P addpFY q,
dimExt1CpX0, Y
1
0q 
"
1 if Y 10  Y0
0 else.
(ii) For every indeomposable objet Y0 P addpFY q, there exists an indeomposable objet
X0 P addpFXq suh that for every indeomposable X
1
0 P addpFXq,
dimExt1CpX
1
0, Y0q 
"
1 if X 10  X0
0 else.
(iii) dimExt1CpFX,FY q  ℓpXq
2
{#X.
Moreover, if X and Y are neighbours then these three onditions are satised.
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Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove that (i) and (iii) are equivalent. Let X0 P addpFXq.
Let FX 
Àn
k1Xi and FY 
Àn
k1 Yi where the Xi and the Yi are indeomposable in C. Let
rX be a set of representatives of isomorphism lasses of indeomposable summands of FX and
rY a set of representatives of isomorphism lasses of indeomposable summands of FY .
dimExt1CpFX,FY q 
n¸
i1
n¸
j1
dimExt1CpXi, Yjq 

ℓpXq
#X

2
¸
X1
0
P
rX
¸
Y 1
0
P
rY
dimExt1CpX
1
0, Y
1
0q

ℓpXq2
#X
¸
Y 1
0
P
rY
dimExt1CpX0, Y
1
0q
whih yields the equivalene beause the dimExt1CpX0, Y
1
0q are non-negative integers.
The proof of lemma 3.10 implies that if X and Y are neighbours, then (iii) is satised. 
Proposition 3.14. Let X,Y P CΓ be neighbours suh that krΓsbX and krΓsbY are rigid. Let
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑM
g
ÝÑ Y Ñ 0
be a non-split admissible short exat sequene (whih is unique up to isomorphism beause X
and Y are neighbours).
Then addpkrΓs b pM `Xqq and addpkrΓs b pM ` Y qq are rigid and X,Y R addpkrΓs bMq.
Moreover, if there is T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs suh that addpT , krΓs bXq and addpT , krΓs b Y q
are maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid, then f is a minimal left T -approximation and g is a minimal
right T -approximation.
Proof. In order to show that Ext1CΓpkrΓs b M,krΓs b Xq  0, it is enough to show that
Ext1CΓpM,X
1
q  0 for every indeomposable objet X 1 P addpkrΓsbXq. Let X 1 P addpkrΓsbXq
be indeomposable. Applying HomCΓp,X
1
q to the admissible short exat sequene yields the
following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpY,X
1
q Ñ HomCΓpM,X
1
q
HomCΓpf,X
1
q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX,X
1
q
δ
ÝÑ Ext1CΓpY,X
1
q Ñ Ext1CΓpM,X
1
q Ñ Ext1CΓpX,X
1
q  0
IfX 1  X then dimExt1CΓpY,X
1
q  1. Thus, it is enough to prove that δ  0, whih is equivalent
to HomCΓpf,X
1
q is not surjetive. If it was surjetive, there would exist g P HomCΓpM,X
1
q suh
that gf is an isomorphim. As a onsequene, rpgf q1gsf  IdX and the admissible short exat
sequene would split, whih is not the ase.
If X 1 and X are not isomorphi, as X and Y are neighbours, Ext1CΓpY,X
1
q  0 and the result
is lear. Similarly, Ext1CΓpkrΓs bM,krΓs b Y q  0.
In order to show that Ext1CΓpkrΓs bM,krΓs bMq  0, it is enough to prove that
Ext1CΓpkrΓs bM,Mq  0.
Applying the funtor HomCΓpkrΓs bM,q to the admissible short exat sequene indues the
following long exat sequene:
Ext1CΓpkrΓs bM,Xq  0Ñ Ext
1
CΓpkrΓs bM,Mq Ñ Ext
1
CΓpkrΓs bM,Y q  0
whih yields the result.
If X was in addpkrΓs bMq, there would exist an indeomposable objet X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq
suh that X 1 P addpMq. Let M  X 1 ` M 1. If X 1  X, then dimExt1CΓpY,Xq  1 and
Ext1CΓpY,Mq  0 are ontraditory. Suppose that X
1
and X are not isomorphi. Then there
exists an indeomposable objet Y 1 P addpkrΓs b Y q suh that Ext1CΓpX
1, Y 1q  0 and, by
denition of neighbours, Y 1 and Y are not isomorphi. Applying the funtor HomCΓpY
1,q to
the admissible short exat sequene yields the long exat sequene
Ext1CΓpY
1,Xq  0Ñ Ext1CΓpY
1,X 1 `M 1q Ñ Ext1CΓpY
1, Y q  0
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the rst equality oming from the fat that Y 1 and Y are not isomorphi and that X and Y are
neighbours. As a onsequene, the entral term vanishes, whih ontradits the hypothesis.
Suppose now that T exists. For T P T , applying HomCΓpT,q yields the following long exat
sequene
Ext1CΓpT,Xq  0Ñ Ext
1
CΓpT,Mq Ñ Ext
1
CΓpT, Y q  0
and therefore, Ext1CΓpT,Mq  0. Hene addpT , krΓs b pM `Xqqq is mod krΓs-stable rigid. As a
onsequene, as addpT , krΓs bXq is maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid, M P addpT , krΓs bXq. As
addpkrΓs bXq X addpkrΓs bMq  0, one gets M P T . Applying HomCΓp, T q gives rise to the
following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpY, T q Ñ HomCΓpM,T q
HomCΓpf,T q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX,T q
Ñ Ext1CΓpY, T q  0
and, as a onsequene, HomCΓpf, T q is surjetive for every T P T , and the morphism f is a left
T -approximation. If f were not minimal, there would exist a deomposition M  M0 `M1
with M0  0 suh that f  f0 ` f1 where f1  πM1f and f0  0. Thus, f0 and f1 would be
admissible monomorphisms. As Y is indeomposable, one of the okernels of f0 and f1 vanishes.
As coker f0 M0  0, coker f1  0, and, as a onsequene, the admissible short exat sequene
splits whih is a ontradition. In the same way, g is a minimal right T -approximation. 
Corollary 3.15. Let T P AddpCΓqmod krΓs and X P CΓ be an indeomposable objet suh that X R
T and addpT , krΓs bXq is maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid. Then, the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists an indeomposable objet Y P CΓ suh that µlXpaddpT , krΓs b Xqq 
addpT , krΓs b Y q and X and Y are neighbours.
(ii) There exists an indeomposable objet Y 1 P CΓ suh that µrXpaddpT , krΓs b Xqq 
addpT , krΓs b Y 1q and X and Y 1 are neighbours.
In this ase, Y  Y 1 and if one denotes
µXpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  µ
l
XpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  µ
r
XpaddpT , krΓs bXqq,
then
µY pµXpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  addpT , krΓs bXq.
Proof. If (i) is true, proposition 3.14 indues the admissible short exat sequene 0 Ñ X Ñ
T 1 Ñ Y Ñ 0 satisfying the onditions of proposition 3.7, whih proves (ii) and the fat that
Y  Y 1. Hene µY pµXpaddpT , krΓsbXqq  µ
l
Y pµ
r
XpaddpT , krΓsbXqq  addpT , krΓsbXq. By
a similar argument, (ii) implies (i). 
Denition 3.16. In the situation of the orollary, we write
µXpaddpT , krΓs bXqq  addpT , krΓs b Y q,
and we say that tX,Y u is an exhange pair assoiated with T .
3.2. Rigid quasi-approximations.
Denition 3.17. Let X P CΓ (resp. P C). An epimorphism f : X ։ Y will be alled a left
rigid quasi-approximation of X if the following onditions are satised:
 krΓs b Y (resp.
À
gPΓ g b Y ) is rigid;
 Y has an injetive envelope, without diret summand in
addpkrΓs bXq

resp. add

à
gPΓ
g bX

;
 If krΓs b Z (resp.
À
gPΓ g b Z) is rigid, then every morphism from X to Z, without
invertible matrix oeient, fatorizes through f .
Remark 3.18. The denition of a right rigid quasi-approximation is obtained from the previous
one by reversing the arrows. All the following results an be adapted to this ase.
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Remark 3.19. As for the ase of approximations, minimal quasi-approximations are unique up
to (non unique) isomorphism.
The following lemma gives an easy way to get quasi-approximations:
Lemma 3.20. Let D be an abelian ategory endowed with an ation of Γ. Let C be an exat full
subategory of D. Let P be a projetive indeomposable objet of C. If
 every monomorphism of C to a projetive objet is admissible,
 every monomorphism of C from P to an indeomposable objet is admissible,
 P has a simple sole S in D,

À
gPΓ g b S is rigid in D,
 the okernel of S ãÑ P is in C,
then this okernel is a left rigid quasi-approximation of P in C.
Proof. Consider the following short exat sequene in D:
0Ñ S Ñ P Ñ QÑ 0.
Applying the funtor HomD

À
gPΓ g b S,
	
yields the following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S, S

Ñ HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S,P

Ñ HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S,Q

Ñ Ext1D

à
gPΓ
g b S, S

 0.
As the sole of P is simple,
dimk HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S,P

 #tg P Γ |gb S  Su  dimk HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S, S

and therefore HomD

À
gPΓ g b S,Q
	
 0.
Applying the funtor HomD

,
À
gPΓ g bQ
	
yields the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomD

Q,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

Ñ HomD

P,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

Ñ HomD

S,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

Ñ Ext1D

Q,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

Ñ Ext1D

P,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

 0
and, as HomD

S,
À
gPΓ g bQ
	
 0, one gets
Ext1D

Q,
à
gPΓ
g bQ

 0.
Let now S1 be the (not neessarily simple) sole of Q. As
HomD

à
gPΓ
g b S,Q

 0,
S1 does not ontain any diret summand isomorphi to some g b S. Hene, if one denotes
α : S1 Ñ I the injetive envelope of S1, I has no diret summand of the form g b P . Moreover,
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as I is injetive, one an omplete the following ommutative diagram:
S1
α //
ι

I
Q
β
??        
Here, β is an admissible monomorphism sine I is injetive. Hene, the seond ondition of the
denition of a left quasi-approximation is proved.
Let now Z P C be indeomposable and f : P Ñ Z. Suppose that f is not a monomorphism.
Let K Ñ P be the kernel of f in D and let S1 be the sole of K. By omposing the two
morphisms, one has a non vanishing morphism g : S1 Ñ P suh that fg  0. As the sole of P
is simple, S1  S and nally, f vanishes on S and therefore fatorizes through P Ñ Q whih is
the okernel of S Ñ P . If f is a monomorphism, by hypothesis, it is admissible in C so it splits
and nally f  IdP as Z is indeomposable. The third ondition is proved. 
Lemma 3.21. If every indeomposable projetive objet of C has a left rigid quasi-approximation,
then every indeomposable projetive objet of CΓ has a left rigid quasi-approximation.
Proof. Let pP,ψq P CΓ be an indeomposable projetive objet. By lemma 2.44, P P C is
projetive. Let f : P ։ X be the diret sum of the minimal left rigid quasi-approximations of
its indeomposable diret summands. It is also a minimal left rigid quasi-approximation sine
addX  add

à
gPΓ
g bX0

where P0 ։ X0 is one of the minimal left rigid quasi-approximations of the indeomposable
diret summands of P . Hene
À
gPΓ gbX is rigid. Therefore, for all g P Γ, there exists a unique
morphism χg whih makes the following diagram ommutative:
g b P
gbf //
ψg

g bX
χg

P
f // X
(The existene omes from the denition of a rigid quasi-approximation, the uniity omes
from the fat that f is an epimorphism). Clearly, pX,χq P CΓ. So it is easy to see that
f : pP,ψq։ pX,χq is a left rigid quasi-approximation. 
3.3. Endomorphisms. All projetive indeomposable objets of C will be supposed here to
have left rigid quasi-approximations. All results remain valid if they are supposed to have right
rigid quasi-approximations.
Let T P addpCΓqmod krΓs be maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid. Let T P CΓ and rT P FT be
basi suh that T  addpT q and FT  addp rT q (one an nd suh T and rT sine T is nitely
generated). Write E  EndCΓpT q and rE  EndCp rT q. If X P T is indeomposable, denote by
SX the orresponding simple representation of E, that is, the head of the projetive E-module
HomCpX,T q. Likewise, if X P FT is indeomposable, denote by rSX the orresponding simple
representation of
rE.
Denition 3.22. Let D P AddpCΓqmod krΓs and let X P D be indeomposable. A mod krΓs-loop
of D at X is an irreduible morphism X Ñ X 1 of D where X 1 P addpkrΓsbXq is indeomposable.
A mod krΓs-2-yle of D at X is a ouple of irreduible morphisms X Ñ Y and Y Ñ X 1 of D
where X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq is indeomposable.
Denition 3.23. Let D P AddpCqΓ and X P D be indeomposable. A Γ-loop of D at X is an
irreduible morphism X Ñ g b X of D where g P Γ. A Γ-2-yle of D at X is a ouple of
irreduible morphisms X Ñ Y and Y Ñ g bX of D where g P Γ.
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Lemma 3.24. Let D P AddpCΓqmod krΓs. Let X P D be indeomposable and X 1 be a diret
summand of FX. Then D has no mod krΓs-loops (resp. mod krΓs-2-yles) at X if and only if
FD has no Γ-loops (resp. Γ-2-yles) at X 1.
Proof. The proof is the same for loops and 2-yles. Hene, it will be done only for loops. Suppose
that D has no mod krΓs-loops at X. Let f P EndCpFXq. Then f rΓs P EndCΓppFXqrΓsq 
EndCΓpkrΓs bXq. As D has no mod krΓs-loops at X, f rΓs fatorizes through Y P D suh that
addpY q X addpkrΓs b Xq  0. Hene F pf rΓsq fatorizes through FY . As addpkrΓs b Xq is
mod krΓs-stable, addpFY q X addpF pkrΓs b Xqq  0. As f is a diret summand of F pf rΓsq, f
fatorizes also through FY and, as a onsequene, FD has no Γ-loops at X 1.
Conversely, suppose that FD has no Γ-loops at X 1. Let f P EndCΓpXq. As Ff P EndCpFXq,
Ff fatorizes through Y P D suh that addpY q X add

À
gPΓ g bX
1
	
 0. Thus, pFf qrΓs
fatorizes through Y rΓs and f , as a diret summand of pFf qrΓs, fatorizes also through Y rΓs
and nally, as
add

à
gPΓ
g bX 1

 addF pX 1rΓsq  addFX,
one gets addpY rΓsq X addpXq  0. Eventually, D has no mod krΓs-loops at X. 
Lemma 3.25. Let T0 P AddpT q
mod krΓs
and let pX,Y q be a left (resp. right) exhange pair
assoiated to T0 suh that addpT0, krΓs bXq  T . The following are equivalent:
(i) T has no mod krΓs-loops at X;
(ii) For all indeomposable X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq, every non invertible morphism from X to
X 1 fatorizes through T0.
(iii) X and Y are neighbours.
Proof. For the proof, the exhange pair will be onsidered to be a left exhange pair.
The equivalene of (i) and (ii) is lear. Let
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑ T 1 Ñ Y Ñ 0
be the admissible short exat sequene orresponding to the exhange pair pX,Y q. Let X 1 P
addpkrΓs bXq. Applying HomCΓp,X
1
q leads to the long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpY,X
1
q Ñ HomCΓpT
1,X 1q
HomCΓpf,X
1
q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HomCΓpX,X
1
q
Ñ Ext1CΓpY,X
1
q Ñ Ext1CΓpT
1,X 1q  0.
As f is a left T0-approximation, for any element of HomCΓpX,X
1
q, fatorizing through T0 is
equivalent to being in the image of HomCΓpf,X
1
q. There are two ases:
 if X 1  X then every non invertible morphism from X to X 1 fatorizes through T0 if
and only if Ext1CΓpY,X
1
q  k beause, as k is algebraially losed, EndCΓpXq{m  k
where m is the maximal ideal of EndCΓpXq;
 if X 1 and X are not isomorphi then every morphism from X to X 1 fatorizes through
T0 if and only if Ext
1
CΓpY,X
1
q  0.
Combining these two ases, the equivalene of (ii) and (iii) is proved. 
Proposition 3.26. Suppose that T has no mod krΓs-loops. Then
gl.dimpEq  gl.dimp rEq
"
6 2 if T is projetive
 3 else.
Proof. The proof is the same for E and for rE sine rT has no Γ-loops and sine T is projetive
if and only if
rT is projetive. Hene, it is enough to do it for E. Let X P T be indeomposable
and T0 P T
mod krΓs
be suh that T  addpT0, krΓs b Xq and X R T0. Suppose that X is not
projetive. There exist two exhange admissible short exat sequenes
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑ T 1 Ñ Y Ñ 0 and 0Ñ Y Ñ T 2 Ñ X Ñ 0
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sine, using the previous lemma, X and Y are neighbours and using orollary 3.15, one gets
µY pµXpT qq  T . Applying HomCΓp, T q to these sequenes yields the following long exat
sequenes:
0Ñ HomCΓpY, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q
Ñ Ext1CΓpY, T q  Ext
1
CΓpY,X
1
q Ñ Ext1CΓpT
1, T q  0
where X 1 is the largest diret summand of T ontained in addpkrΓs bXq and
0Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ HomCΓpT
2, T q Ñ HomCΓpY, T q Ñ Ext
1
CΓpX,T q  0
As T is basi and X 1 ismod krΓs-stable, X 1 ontains exatly one objet of eah isomorphism lass
of addpkrΓsbXq. As X and Y are neighbours, dimExt1CΓpY,X
1
q  1. Thus, Ext1CΓpY,X
1
q  SX
as an E-module. Therefore, ombining these two long exat sequenes yields the following long
exat sequene of E-modules:
0Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ HomCΓpT
2, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ SX Ñ 0
whih is a projetive resolution of SX . As a onsequene, proj.dimpSXq 6 3. As X R addpT
2
q,
HomEpHomCΓpT
2, T q, SXq  0 and therefore
Ext3pSX , SXq  HomEpHomCΓpX,T q, SX q
has dimension 1. Finally, proj.dimpSXq  3.
Suppose now that X is projetive. Show that proj.dimpSXq 6 2. Let π : X ։ Y be a
left rigid quasi-approximation. By denition, the injetive envelope of Y does not interset
addpkrΓs bXq and, using lemma 2.38, there is an admissible short exat sequene
0Ñ Y
f
ÝÑ T 1 Ñ Z Ñ 0
where f is a left addpT0q-approximation. Using lemma 3.6 and as X is projetive, addpT , krΓsb
Zq is mod krΓs-stable rigid, and, sine T is maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid, Z P T . Applying
HomCΓp, T q to this admissible short exat sequene yields the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomCΓpZ, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpY, T q Ñ Ext
1
CΓpZ, T q  0
Moreover, HomCΓpπ, T q : HomCΓpY, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q is injetive beause π is an epimor-
phism, and its okernel has dimension 1: this okernel is SX . One dedues the following long
exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpZ, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ SX Ñ 0
whih is a projetive resolution of SX . 
Reall this theorem of Happel:
Theorem 3.27 ([Hap, setion 1.4℄). If A is a k-algebra and X is a tilting A-module, then modA
and modEndApXq
op
are derived equivalent.
The following proposition explains the relationship between any maximal mod krΓs-stable
rigid ategory T 1 and the initial one T .
Proposition 3.28. Suppose that T 1 P AddpCΓqmod krΓs is maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid. Then
T 1 is nitely generated. Let T 1 P T 1 be basi suh that T 1  addpT 1q. Let E1  EndCΓpT
1
q. Let
M  HomCΓpT
1, T q. Then M is a tilting module on E and
EndEpMq  E
1 op.
In partiular, there is a derived equivalene between E and E1 and T and T 1 ontain the same
number of indeomposable objets up to isomorphism.
The same holds for
rT 1 and rE1.
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Proof. Using lemma 2.38, one gets the admissible short exat sequene
(3) 0Ñ T 12 Ñ T
1
1
g
ÝÑ T Ñ 0
where g is a minimal right T 1-approximation. Using lemma 3.6, T 12 P T
1
. Let T 1 P addpT 1q be
basi suh that T 11, T
1
2 P addpT
1
q (in fat addpT 1q  T 1 will be proved later).
By the same argument, there is an admissible short exat sequene
(4) 0Ñ T 1
f
ÝÑ T1 Ñ T2 Ñ 0
where f is a minimal left T -approximation and T2 P T . Applying HomCΓp, T q to (4) yields
the following long exat sequene:
(5) 0Ñ HomCΓpT2, T q Ñ HomCΓpT1, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q M Ñ Ext1CΓpT2, T q  0
and, as a onsequene, proj.dimEM 6 1. Now, applying the funtor HomCΓpT
1,q to (4) gives
the following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T 1q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T1q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T2q Ñ Ext
1
CΓpT
1, T 1q  0.
Applying the funtor HomEp,Mq to (5) indues the long exat sequene
0Ñ HomEpHomCΓpT
1, T q,Mq Ñ HomEpHomCΓpT1, T q,Mq Ñ HomEpHomCΓpT2, T q,Mq
Ñ Ext1EpHomCΓpT
1, T q,Mq Ñ Ext1EpHomCΓpT1, T q,Mq  0
the last equality oming from the fat that HomCΓpT1, T q is a projetive E-module.
Let us show that the morphism of funtors from T to modE1 op
Φ : HomCΓpT
1,q Ñ HomEpHomCΓp, T q,HomCΓpT
1, T qq
ϕ ÞÑ HomCΓpϕ, T q
is an isomorphism. By additivity and sine T  addpT q, it is enough to look at ΦT . Let
ϕ P HomCΓpT
1, T q. Then ΦT pϕqpIdT q  ϕ. Finally, ΦT is injetive. Moreover, if ϕ
1
P
HomEpHomCΓpT, T q,HomCΓpT
1, T qq then ΦT pϕ
1
pIdT qq  ϕ
1
so that ΦT is surjetive.
By omparing the two previous long exat sequenes, one gets the following isomorphisms of
E1op-modules.
EndEpMq  HomEpHomCΓpT
1, T q,Mq  EndCΓpT
1
q  E1 op
and
Ext1EpM,Mq  Ext
1
EpHomCΓpT
1, T q,Mq  0.
Applying HomCΓp, T q to (3) yields the following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCΓpT, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1
2, T q Ñ Ext
1
CΓpT, T q  0.
Hene, M is a tilting E-module. From theorem 3.27, one dedues that E and E1 are derived
equivalent and that T and addpT 1q ontain the same number of isomorphism lasses of indeom-
posable objets. It is now obvious that addpT 1q  T 1 (if X P T 1z addpT 1q, the proof an be done
replaing T 1 by T 1`X and we would obtain that T , addpT 1`Xq and addpT 1q ontain the same
number of isomorphism lasses of indeomposable objets. This would be a ontradition). 
Reall this theorem of Igusa:
Theorem 3.29 ([Igu, 3.2, b℄). Let A be a k-algebra of nite dimension and nite global dimen-
sion. Let ϕ be an automorphism of A suh that there exists a family of primitive idempotents of
A on whih ϕ ats as a permutation. Then, the Gabriel quiver of A has no arrows between any
two verties of the same orbit of ϕ.
Reall also the following theorem of Iyama, in a partiular ase:
Theorem 3.30 ([Iya1, 5.1 (3)℄). Assume that
rT 1 P AddpCq is rigid and ontains the projetive-
injetive objets of C. Let rT 1 P rT 1 be basi suh that rT 1  addprT 1q, rE1  EndCp rT
1
q. Then
gl.dimp rE1q 6 3 if and only if rT 1 is luster-tilting.
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We shall also need the following proposition of Bongartz:
Proposition 3.31 ([Bon, p. 463℄). Let Q be a quiver and I be an admissible ideal of kQ suh
that kQ{I is nite dimensional. Denote by J the Jaobson radial of kQ (that is the ideal of kQ
generated by arrows). Let i, j P Q0. Then
dim ejpI{pIJ   JIqqei  dimExt
2
mod kQ{IpSi, Sjq
where Si and Sj are the simple representations of kQ supported on verties i and j.
Finally, reall a partiular ase of a theorem by Lenzing:
Theorem 3.32 ([Len, satz 5℄). If A is a k-algebra of nite dimension and nite global dimension,
then every nilpotent element of A is in the additive subgroup rA,As generated by ommutators.
We an now state and prove the main result of this setion.
Theorem 3.33. Suppose that there exists a ategory T P addpCΓqmod krΓs whih is maximal
mod krΓs-stable rigid without mod krΓs-loops.
Let T 1 P addpCΓqmod krΓs be maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid, rT 1  FT 1. Let T 1 P T 1, rT 1 P rT 1
be basi suh that T 1  addpT 1q and rT 1  addprT 1q. Let E1  EndCΓpT
1
q and
rE1  EndCp rT
1
q.
Then:
(i) T 1 has no mod krΓs-loops; rT 1 has no Γ-loops;
(ii) gl.dimpE1q  gl.dimp rE1q
"
 3 if T 1 is not projetive
6 2 else;
(iii) T 1 and rT 1 are luster-tilting;
(iv) for every simple E1-modules S and S1 suh that addpkrΓs b Sq  addpkrΓs b S1q, one
has Ext1E1pS, S
1
q  Ext2E1pS, S
1
q  0; for every simple rE1-modules S and S1 suh that
add

À
gPΓ g b S
	
 add

À
gPΓ g b S
1
	
, one has Ext1
rE1
pS, S1q  Ext2
rE1
pS, S1q  0;
(v) T 1 has no mod krΓs-2-yles; rT 1 has no Γ-2-yles.
Proof. (i) Using lemma 3.24, it is enough to prove that
rT 1 has no Γ-loops. For g P Γ, we
show that
rT 1 has no xgy-loops. For that, we show that rE1 satises the hypothesis of
theorem 3.29. Using proposition 3.28,
rE1 is of nite global dimension sine rE is. From
proposition 2.7, there exists X P Cxgy suh that FX  rT 1. It indues an ation of xgy on
rE1 HomCxgypX,Xq. Using propositions 2.7 and 2.11 implies that FX an be split up
into a diret summand of indeomposable objets suh that xgy ats on it by permuting
these objets. Then xgy ats on the family of primitive idempotents orresponding to
these objets by permutation and therefore theorem 3.29 applies.
(ii) This follows from (i) and proposition 3.26.
(iii) This follows from (ii) and theorem 3.30.
(iv) As T 1 (resp. rT 1) has no mod krΓs-loops (resp. Γ-loops),
Ext1E1pS, S
1
q  0 presp. Ext1
rE1
pS, S1q  0q.
Conerning Ext2, if X P T 1 is not projetive, SX has the following projetive resolution,
given in proposition 3.26:
0Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ HomCΓpT
2, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ SX Ñ 0.
As addpT 2q X addpkrΓs bXq  0, HomE1pHomCΓpT
2, T q, SX1q  0 and therefore
Ext2E1pSX , SX1q  0
for every indeomposable objet X 1 P addpkrΓs bXq.
If X is projetive, the projetive resolution is
0Ñ HomCΓpZ, T q Ñ HomCΓpT
1, T q Ñ HomCΓpX,T q Ñ SX Ñ 0.
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As addpkrΓsbXqXaddpT 1q  0, addpkrΓsbXqXaddpZq  0 and by the same argument
as before, Ext2E1pSX , SX1q  0 for any indeomposable objet X
1
P addpkrΓs bXq. The
same argument works for
rE1.
(v) It is enough to show this for T 1, thanks to lemma 3.24. Suppose that T 1 has a mod krΓs-
2-yle. As EndCΓpT
1
q  Hommod krΓsp1,HomCΓpT
1, T 1qq, there exist two arrows ra and
rb in the Gabriel quiver of rT 1 suh that rarb is a Γ-2-yle of rT 1 and ab is a mod krΓs-2-yle
of T 1 with a 
°
gPΓ g  ra and b 
°
gPΓ g 
rb. As ab is nilpotent, theorem 3.32 indues
the following identity in E1:
ab 
n¸
i1
λirui, vis
where, for eah i, ui 
°
gPΓ g  rui and vi 
°
gPΓ g  rvi where rui and rvi are paths of
the Gabriel quiver of
rT 1. One an suppose that ru1  ra and rv1  rb and, without loss of
generality that rarb and rbra do not appear as terms of rrui, rvis for i > 2.
If λ1  1,
rarb  etpraqrarbesprbq 
1
1 λ1

λ1etpraqrbraesprbq  
n¸
i2
etpraqλirui, visesprbq

is a non trivial identity in EndCpFT
1
q (that is, an identity whih is false in the path
algebra of the quiver). It ontains rarb with a non zero oeient in the left hand side.
If λ1  1, as rarb is a Γ-2-yle, there exists h P Γ suh that tpraq  h  sprbq and
e
htprbq
ph rbqraespraq  
n¸
i2
λiehtprbqrui, visespraq
is a non trivial identity in EndCpFT
1
q. It ontains ph rbqra with a non zero oeient in
the left hand side.
In these two ases, one gets a non trivial relation, and as a onsequene, using propo-
sition 3.31, Ext2CpSsprbq, Stpraqq  0 or Ext
2
CpSspraq, Stphrbqq  0 whih ontradits (iv). 
Denition 3.34. Let X,Y P CΓ. We write X  Y if addpkrΓs bXq  addpkrΓs b Y q and X
and Y are said to be equivalent modulo mod krΓs.
The following theorem summarizes the results onerning mutation:
Theorem 3.35. Suppose that there exists a ategory T P AddpCΓq maximal mod krΓs-stable
rigid whih has no mod krΓs-loops. Let T 1 P AddpCΓq be maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid. Then
T 1 is luster-tilting (hene maximal rigid).
Let X P T 1 be an indeomposable objet of CΓ, and T 10 P AddpCΓq
mod krΓs
satisfying X R T 10
and addpT 10 , krΓsbXq  T
1
. If X is projetive, every Y P CΓ whih is indeomposable suh that
addpT 10 , krΓs b Y q is maximal rigid is equivalent to X modulo mod krΓs. If X is not projetive,
there exists a unique Y P CΓ suh that tX,Y u is an exhange pair assoiated with T 10 . Moreover,
in this ase, X and Y are neighbours.
If X 1 P T 1 is equivalent to X modulo mod krΓs and if tX,Y u, tX 1, Y 1u are two exhange
pairs assoiated with T 10 , then Y and Y
1
are equivalent modulo mod krΓs. If X and Y denote the
equivalene lasses of X and Y modulo mod krΓs, one will denote
µXpT
1
q  addpT 10 , krΓs b Y q.
Hene one has µXpµY pT
1
qq  T 1.
Proof. This follows from proposition 3.7, lemmas 3.25 and 3.10, orollary 3.15 and theorem
3.33. Note that if X is not projetive, the existene and uniity of Y suh that pX,Y q is a left
exhange pair assoiated with T 10 is lear by proposition 3.7. Using lemma 3.25, one dedues
that X and Y are neighbours. Therefore, orollary 3.15 implies that tX,Y u is an (unordered)
exhange pair. 
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3.4. Exhange matries. As in the previous setion, indeomposable projetive objets of C
are supposed to have left rigid quasi-approximations. As before, all results remain valid if they
have right rigid quasi-approximations.
As before, T P addpCΓqmod krΓs is maximal rigid mod krΓs-stable (and nitely generated).
One supposes moreover that T has no mod krΓs-loops. Let rT  FT . Thanks to the previous
setion, T and rT are luster-tilting. Let T P CΓ and rT P C be basi suh that T  addpT q and
rT  addp rT q.
One denotes by Q the Gabriel quiver of EndCΓpT q and by rQ the quiver of EndCp rT q. Denote
by Q0{mod krΓs the set of equivalene lasses modulo mod krΓs as in denition 3.34. There is a
anonial bijetion between the sets Q0{mod krΓs and rQ0{Γ. If X P rQ0{Γ, X

P Q0{mod krΓs
will denote the image of X by this bijetion. Denote by P  Q0 and rP  rQ0 the sets of verties
orresponding to projetive objets.
Denition 3.36. If X P p rQ0z rP q{Γ and Z P rQ0{Γ, put
bZX 
#tq P rQ1 | spqq P Z, tpqq P Xu #tq P rQ1 | spqq P X, tpqq P Zu
#X
Denote by BpT q the matrix having these entries. It will be alled the exhange matrix of T .
Remarks 3.37.  As
rT has no Γ-2-yles,
#tq P rQ1 | spqq P X, tpqq P Zu  0 or #tq P rQ1 | spqq P Z, tpqq P Xu  0.
 As
rT has no Γ-loops, bXX  0.
 It is easy to see that
bZX  #tq P
rQ1 | spqq P Z, tpqq  Xu #tq P rQ1 | spqq  X, tpqq P Zu
for every X P X , hene BpT q has integer oeients.
 The exhange matrix is learly skew-symmetrizable (right multipliation by the diagonal
matrix p#Xq
XP
p
rQ0z rPq{Γ
gives a skew-symmetri matrix).
Remark 3.38. The matrix of denition 3.36 oinides with the exhange matrix of [FK℄ and
[GLS3℄.
Fix now the three following mutations and matries:
 µ on CΓ and BpT q are dened as before;
 rµ is the mutation on C  Cteu dened as before replaing Γ by the trivial group teu
and
rBpT q is the orresponding exhange matrix;
 µ is the mutation on CΓ  pCΓqteu dened as before replaing C by CΓ and Γ by teu
and BpT q is the orresponding exhange matrix.
Remark 3.39. The denitions of rµ and µ oinide with those of [FK℄ and [GLS3℄.
Proposition 3.40. Let X P p rQ0z rP q{Γ and Z P rQ0{Γ. Then
(i) FµXpT q 


¹
X1PX
rµX1


p
rT q where the rµX1 ommute.
(ii) For every X P X, bZX 
¸
ZPZ
rbZX .
(iii) µXpT q 


¹
X1PX

µX1


pT q where the µX1 ommute.
(iv) For every Z P Z

, bZX 
#Z
ℓpZq
¸
XPX

ℓpXq
#X
bZX .
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Proof. (i) Let 0 Ñ X Ñ T Ñ Y Ñ 0 be the admissible short exat sequene of CΓ
orresponding to the mutation µX in T . Then X and Y are neighbours and, as a
onsequene, one an write X  tXi | i P J1,#XKu and Y  tYi | i P J1,#Y Ku in suh a
way that for every i, j P J1, ℓpXqK  J1, ℓpY qK, dimExt1CpXi, Yiq  δij by using lemma
3.13. Thus, for i P J1, ℓpXqK, there exists a non split admissible short exat sequene
0Ñ Xi Ñ Ti Ñ Yi Ñ 0 in C. As rT has no Γ-loops, none of the Xj and Yj is in addpTiq
and nally, the result is lear.
(ii) This is an easy onsequene of the denition.
(iii) The proof is the same as for (i).
(iv) Let X P X and T0 P AddpCΓq
mod krΓs
be suh that addpXrΓsq X FT0  0 and T 
addpT0,XrΓsq. Let 0 Ñ X Ñ T Ñ Y Ñ 0 be an admissible short exat sequene
in C orresponding to the mutation rµX . As rT has no Γ-loops, T P addpFT0q. As a
onsequene, lemma 2.39 gives
0Ñ XrΓs Ñ T rΓs Ñ Y rΓs Ñ 0 
à
X1PX


0Ñ X 1 Ñ T 1X1 Ñ Y
1
X1 Ñ 0
ℓpX1q{#X1
where, for every X 1 P X

, 0 Ñ X 1 Ñ T 1X1 Ñ Y
1
X1 Ñ 0 is an admissible short exat
sequene orresponding to µX1 at T , and the exponents ℓpX
1
q{#X 1 ome from lemma
2.31. Let now Z P Z

. By denition of BpT q, the number of opies of Z in the middle
term of the right hand side is
¸
X1PX

ℓpX 1q
#X 1
maxp0,bZX1q  max

0,
¸
X1PX

ℓpX 1q
#X 1
bZX1


the equality oming from the fat that all bZX have the same sign, beause T has no
mod krΓs-2-yles.
Moreover, the number of opies of Z in the middle term of the left hand side is
ℓpZq{#Z times the number of opies of an element of Z in T , that is
ℓpZq
#Z
¸
Z 1PZ
maxp0,rbZ 1Xq  max

0,
ℓpZq
#Z
¸
Z 1PZ
rbZ 1X


 max

0,
ℓpZq
#Z
bZX


.
One dedues the identity:
max

0,
¸
X1PX

ℓpX 1q
#X 1
bZX1


 max

0,
ℓpZq
#Z
bZX


and using the same argument for the admissible short exat sequene orresponding to
the mutation from Y to X, one dedues that
max

0,
¸
X1PX

ℓpX 1q
#X 1
bZX1


 max

0,
ℓpZq
#Z
bZX


.
These two equalities yield the result. 
Remark 3.41. The formula (ii) was given in Dynkin ases by Dupont in [Dup2℄ (see also erratum
[Dup1℄). On the other hand, (iv) is a generalization of the formula given by Yang in [Yan℄ for
luster algebras of nite type (for a yli group).
Theorem 3.42. Let X P T be an indeomposable non projetive objet in CΓ. Then
B pµXpT qq  µX pBpT qq
where X is the orbit of X in Q0{mod krΓs and µX the mutation of matries dened by Fomin
and Zelevinsky.
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Proof. The result is known for
rBpT q and rµ (the proof is similar as the one in [GLS3, 14℄ for
example). Let X  tX1,X2, . . . Xnu. For i P J1, nK, denote by
i
rbZY the oeients of the matrix
rB

rµXirµXi1 . . . rµX1p
rT q
	
.
Then, by an easy indution, by using the fat that
rT has no Γ-loops nor Γ-2-yles, one has

i
rbZY  rbZY if Z  Xj or Y  Xj where 1 6 j 6 i;

i
rbZY  rbZY if Z  Xj or Y  Xj where i   j 6 n;

i
rbZY  rbZY  
i¸
j1
|
rbZXj |
rbXjY  
rbZXj |
rbXjY |
2
else.
Denoting by
b the oeients of B pµXpT qq, by using proposition 3.40, for Y P p rQ0z rP q{Γ
and Z P rQ0{Γ, for Y P Y ,

bZY 
¸
ZPZ
n
rbZY 
¸
ZPZ
p
rbZY q  bZY if Z  X or Y  X ;

bZY 
¸
ZPZ
n
rbZY 
¸
ZPZ

rbZY  
n¸
j1
|
rbZXj |
rbXjY  
rbZXj |
rbXjY |
2

else. Then, using the
fat that all
rbZXj (resp. all
rbXjY ) are of the same sign (as
rT has no Γ-2-yles),
¸
ZPZ
n¸
j1
|
rbZXj |
rbXjY  
rbZXj |
rbXjY |
2

n¸
j1



°
ZPZ
rbZXj



rbXjY  

°
ZPZ
rbZXj
	
|
rbXjY |
2

n¸
j1
|bZX |
rbXjY   bZX |
rbXjY |
2

|bZX |

°n
j1
rbXjY
	
  bZX



°n
j1
rbXjY



2

|bZX |bXY   bZX |bXY |
2
and the result is proved. 
3.5. Cluster haraters. The ideas of this setion generalize results of [FK℄.
We retain notation and hypothesis of previous setions. One supposes moreover that there
exists T P AddpCqΓ maximal Γ-stable rigid without Γ-loops. Thus, T is luster-tilting using
theorem 3.35. One denotes by T1, T2, . . . , Tn the indeomposable objets of T up to isomorphism,
the Ti for i P Jr  1, nK being the projetive objets. The ation of Γ on T indues an ation on
J1, nK. If i P J1, nK, i denotes its equivalene lass modulo Γ. One denotes by I the set of these
equivalene lasses. Let T  T1`T2`    `Tn and E  EndCpT q. For i P J1, nK, Si denotes the
simple E-module orresponding to Ti (the head of HomCpTi, T q).
Thus, all hypothesis to apply results of [FK℄ hold.
Notation 3.43 ([FK℄). For L,N P modE, let
xL,Nyτ  dimk HomBpL,Nq  dimk Ext
1
BpL,Nq ;
xL,Ny3 
3¸
i0
p1qi dimk Ext
i
BpL,Nq.
Remark 3.44. One keeps the notation x, y3 introdued in [FK℄, but, here, as the global dimension
of E is less than 3, this form is the Euler form (see also [FK, remark 2.4℄).
Notation 3.45. If L P modE, dimL denotes its image in K0pEq, that is its dimension vetor
relatively to the Si.
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Proposition 3.46 ([FK, proposition 2.1℄). If L,N P modE, then xL,Ny3 depends only on
dimL and N .
Notation 3.47. Using previous proposition, if L,N P modE, one an set
xdimL,Ny3  xL,Ny3.
Dene π to be the following anonial projetion:
π : Q

x1i

iPJ1,nK
Ñ Q

x1
i

iPI
xi ÞÑ xi.
Denition 3.48. For X P C, dene the Laurent polynomial PX of Q

x1i

iPI
by PX  πpX
1
Xq
where X 1X is the Laurent polynomial of Q

x1i

iPI
dened by Fu and Keller in [FK℄. In other
words,
(6) PX 

n
¹
i1
x
xHomCpT,Xq,Siyτ
i

¸
ePNJ1,nK

χpGrepExt
1
CpT,Xqqq
n
¹
i1
x
xe,Siy3
i

,
where GrepExt
1
CpT,Xqq is the variety of E-submodules B of Ext
1
CpT,Xq suh that dimB  e
and χ is the Euler harateristi with respet to étale ohomology with proper support.
Lemma 3.49. The Laurent polynomial PX depends only on the lass of X modulo Γ.
Proof. As T is Γ-invariant, for every g P Γ,
HomCpT,g bXq  HomCpg b T,g bXq  g
1
bHomCpT,Xq
where modE is anonially endowed with the ation of Γ indued by the ation of Γ on C. As
a onsequene,
xHomCpT,g bXq, Siyτ  xg
1
bHomCpT,Xq, Siyτ  xHomCpT,Xq,g b Siyτ
whih leads to the onlusion onerning the rst fator of the right-hand side of (6). In the
same way, one gets
GrepExt
1
CpT,g bXqq  GrgepExt
1
CpT,Xqq
and
xe, Siy3  xg  e,g b Siy3
whih yields the onlusion onerning the seond fator of the right-hand side of (6). 
Aording to lemma 3.49, it makes sens to denote
PX  PX
where X is the lass of X modulo Γ.
Here is the analogous of theorem [FK, theorem 2.2℄:
Theorem 3.50. (i) For i P I, PT i  xi.
(ii) If X,Y P C, PX`Y  PXPY .
(iii) If X,Y P C and dimExt1CpX,Y q  1, and if one xes two non split admissible short
exat sequenes
0Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 and 0Ñ Y Ñ Z 1 Ñ X Ñ 0
then PXPY  PZ   PZ 1.
Proof. This follows from [FK, theorem 2.2℄ by applying the ring morphism π. 
Corollary 3.51. The PX satisfy the mutation formulas of Fomin and Zelevinsky enoded by the
exhange matries B of denition 3.36. In other words, if T 10 P AddpCΓq
mod krΓs
and X,Y P C
are indeomposable objets suh that
 X,Y R T 10 ,
 addpT 10 ,XrΓsq is maximal mod krΓs-stable rigid,
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 µXpT
1
q  addpT 10 , Y rΓsq where T
1
 addpT 10 ,XrΓsq,
then
(7) PXPY 
¹
iPI |BpT 1q
T
1
iX
 0
P
BpT 1q
T
1
iX
T
1
i
 
¹
iPI |BpT 1q
T
1
iX
¡0
P
BpT 1q
T
1
iX
T
1
i
.
Proof. There exists X0 P XrΓs and Y0 P Y rΓs whih are neighbours. Hene, one an suppose
that Ext1CpX,Y q  1 up to replaing Y by a dierent representative of its equivalene lass
modulo Γ. Let
0Ñ X
f
ÝÑ Z
g
ÝÑ Y Ñ 0
be a non split admissible short exat sequene. In this ase, f is a minimal left T 10 -approximation
and g is a minimal right T 10 -approximation using proposition 3.14. Hene, for i P J1, nK, the
number of T 1i appearing in Z is
#tq P Q11 | spqq  X, tpqq  T
1
i u
where Q1 is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of T 1. Thus, for i P I, the number of T 1i with i P i
whih appear in Z is
#tq P Q11 | spqq  X, tpqq P T
1
iu
and, as T 1 has no Γ-loops, if this number is stritly positive, it is equal by denition to
BpT 1q
T
1
iX
, whih permits to onlude. The seond term of the right-hand side of (7) an
be handled in the same way. 
Denote by ApC,Γ,T q the subalgebra of QpxiqiPI generated by the PX where X goes over
all Γ-orbits of objets of C suh that
À
XPX X is rigid. Denote by ApC,T q the subalgebra of
QpxiqiPJ1,nK generated by the X
1
X where X goes over the rigid objets of C.
Denote by A0pC,Γ,T q the subalgebra of QpxiqiPI generated by the PX where X goes over
the Γ-orbits of objets of C. Denote by A0pC,T q the subalgebra of QpxiqiPJ1,nK generated by the
P 1X where X goes over C.
Corollary 3.52. There is a ommutative diagram of inlusions
ApBpT qq
  //
 _

π

Ap rBpT qq
	
 _

ApC,Γ,T q
  //
 _

π pApC,T qq _

A0pC,Γ,T q π pA0pC,T qq .
Proof. First of all, the inlusions ApBpT qq  ApC,Γ,T q and Ap rBpT qq  ApC,T q ome from
orollary 3.51. The bottom equality is lear using the denition of PX in terms of X
1
X . The
horizontal middle inlusion omes from the fat that for all PX where
À
XPX X is rigid, X P X
is rigid and therefore P 1X P ApC,T q. The upper horizontal inlusion omes from the fat that
if PX and PY are linked by a string of mutations in ApC,Γ,T q, then P
1
X and P
1
Y are also in
ApC,T q aording to proposition 3.40. 
Remark 3.53. In general, it seems to be a diult problem to understand whih of the inlusions
in the previous diagram are isomorphisms.
Let ∆ (resp. ∆, r∆) be the non-oriented version of the graph whose adjaeny matrix is the
upper square submatrix of BpT q (resp. BpT q, rBpT q). Aording to proposition 3.40, r∆ and ∆
are related by a lassial folding proess. On the other hand, ∆ and ∆ are related by a folding
proess deformed by some positive integer oeients (the nX  ℓpXq{#X).
Lemma 3.54. The following are equivalent:
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(i) ∆ is a Dynkin diagram;
(ii) ∆ is a Dynkin diagram.
Moreover, under these assumptions,
r∆ is also a Dynkin diagram.
Proof. Every diagram an be supposed to be onneted without loss of generality. The proof that
(ii) implies (i) and that
r∆ is a Dynkin diagram an be done by a nite number of omputations
(see table of page 45).
Let us now show that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that ∆ is a Dynkin diagram. Let us all
ritial point of ∆ or r∆ every vertex of valuation at least 3 or every non simple edge. As ∆ is a
Dynkin diagram, it has at most one ritial point. If
r∆ has a yle, then it indues in ∆ a yle
or at least to ritial points, hene
r∆ is a tree. Moreover, an orbit under Γ of ritial points in
r∆ yields a ritial point in ∆. Thus, there is at most suh an orbit. Suppose that there is two
distint points A and B in this orbit. As r∆ is a tree, there is a unique shortest path between
these two points, whih is folded by the element of Γ whih sends A on B. Hene it is easy to
see that the middle of this path gives rise to a loop or a seond ritial point in ∆, whih is not
possible. Finally,
r∆ has at most one ritial point, whih leads to the onlusion using a ase
by ase proof. 
Proposition 3.55. The following are equivalent:
(i) ApBpT qq has a nite number of luster variables;
(ii) Ap rBpT qq has a nite number of luster variables;
(iii) ApBpT qq has a nite number of luster variables;
(iv) C has a nite number of isomorphism lasses of rigid indeomposable objets.
Proof. First of all, it is lear that (ii) or (iii) imply (i) using proposition 3.40. Now, if (i) is
true, using the results of [FZ2℄, BpT q is mutation-equivalent to a matrix, whose prinipal square
submatrix enodes a Dynkin diagram. Up to hanging T , one an suppose that the prinipal
square submatrix of BpT q enodes a Dynkin diagram. By lemma 3.54, the prinipal square
submatries of
rBpT q and BpT q enode Dynkin diagrams, whih leads to (ii) and (iii) using
again [FZ2℄. It is lear that (iv) implies the three others. If (ii) is satised, the prinipal square
submatrix of
rBpT qq an be supposed to enode a Dynkin diagram. As a onsequene, using a
theorem of Keller and Reiten [KR℄, the stable ategory of C is equivalent to a luster ategory,
whih yields (iv). 
3.6. Linear independene of luster monomials. One retains the notation of setion 3.5.
Again, this setion generalizes results of [FK℄.
Denition 3.56. Two objets X, Y of C are said to be ongruent modulo Γ if there exists
two deompositions into indeomposable diret summands X  X1 `X2 `    `Xm and Y 
Y1 ` Y2 `    ` Ym suh that for all i P J1,mK, Xi and Yi are equivalent modulo Γ (that is, if
there exists g P Γ suh that g bXi  Yi). Equivalently, X and Y are ongruent modulo Γ if
à
gPΓ
g bX 
à
gPΓ
g b Y.
If X P C, there exists an admissible short exat sequene
0Ñ T 1X Ñ T
2
X
f
ÝÑ X Ñ 0
where f is a minimal right T -approximation. Using lemma 3.6 and the maximality of T , one
gets that T 1X P T . Following [Pal℄ and [FK℄, write
indT pXq  rT
0
X s  rT
1
X s P K0pT q.
Denote also by ind1T pXq the image of indT pXq in K0pT q{Γ.
The following lemma generalizes [DK, lemma 2.1℄:
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Lemma 3.57. If X is rigid and
0Ñ T 1X
h
ÝÑ T 2X
f
ÝÑ X Ñ 0
is the previous admissible short exat sequene, then the orbit of h under the ation of AutCpT
1
Xq
AutCpT
2
Xq is a dense open subset of HomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xq.
Proof. Let h1 : T 1X Ñ T
2
X be a morphism. Applying HomCp,Xq to the admissible short exat
sequene leads to the following long exat sequene:
0Ñ HomCpX,Xq Ñ HomCpT
2
X ,Xq Ñ HomCpT
1
X ,Xq Ñ Ext
1
CpX,Xq  0
whih shows that there exists α : T 2X Ñ X suh that αh  fh
1
. Moreover, as f is a right
T -approximation, there exists β : T 2X Ñ T
2
X suh that α  fβ. Hene f pβh  h
1
q  0 and
therefore, as h is a kernel of f , there exists Γ : T 1X Ñ T
1
X suh that βh  h
1
 hΓ. In other
words, h1 is in the image of
EndCpT
1
Xq  EndCpT
2
Xq Ñ HomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xq
pΓ, βq ÞÑ βh hΓ
whih is the dierential of the appliation
AutCpT
1
Xq AutCpT
2
Xq Ñ HomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xq
pg1, g2q ÞÑ g2hg
1
1 .
Here, we use the two identiations
LiepAutCpT
1
Xq AutCpT
2
Xqq  EndCpT
1
Xq  EndCpT
2
Xq
and
LiepHomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xqq  HomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xq.
Hene, one gets the onlusion. 
The following lemma is inspired from [DK, lemma 2.2℄:
Lemma 3.58. If X is rigid and
0Ñ T 1X
h
ÝÑ T 2X
f
ÝÑ X Ñ 0
is the admissible short exat sequene dened as before, then T 1X and T
2
X have no ommon diret
summand.
Proof. Suppose that T 1X  T
0
`
rT 1X and T
2
X  T
0
`
rT 2X with T
0
 0. Using previous lemma, the
orbit of h under the ation of AutCpT
1
Xq AutCpT
2
Xq is a dense open subset of HomCpT
1
X , T
2
Xq.
As a onsequene, up to the ation of AutCpT
1
Xq  AutCpT
2
Xq, h an be supposed to be of the
form

h11 h12
h21 h22


where h11 is an automorphism of T
0
. Then, using the ation of

IdT 0 h
1
11 h12
0 IdT 1
X


,

IdT 0 0
h21h
1
11 IdT 2X



P AutCpT
1
Xq AutCpT
2
Xq
h an be deomposed as a diret sum and therefore f is not minimal. 
The following lemma is inspired from [FK, lemma 3.2℄ and [DK, theorem 2.3℄:
Lemma 3.59. If X P C is rigid, then the ongruene lass of X modulo Γ is determined by
ind1T pXq. In other words, if Y P C is rigid and if ind
1
T pY q  ind
1
T pXq, then X and Y are
ongruent modulo Γ.
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Proof. Let
0Ñ T 1X Ñ T
2
X
f
ÝÑ X Ñ 0 and 0Ñ T 1Y Ñ T
2
Y
f 1
ÝÑ Y Ñ 0
be the admissible short exat sequenes whih dene indT pXq and indT pY q.
Using lemma 3.58, T 1X and T
2
X on one hand and T
1
Y and T
2
Y on the other hand have no
ommon indeomposable summand. As a onsequene, indT pXq and indT pY q fully determine
them and ind1T pXq  ind
1
T pY q determine their ongruene lasses modulo Γ. Summing up,
à
gPΓ
g b T 1X 
à
gPΓ
g b T 1Y and
à
gPΓ
g b T 2X 
à
gPΓ
g b T 2Y .
If one denotes T 1  T 1X and T
2
 T 2X , one gets the two following admissible short exat
sequenes:
0Ñ
à
gPΓ
g b T 1
h
ÝÑ
à
gPΓ
g b T 2 Ñ
à
gPΓ
g bX Ñ 0
and
0Ñ
à
gPΓ
g b T 1
h1
ÝÑ
à
gPΓ
g b T 2 Ñ
à
gPΓ
g b Y Ñ 0.
As
À
gPΓ gbX and
À
gPΓ gb Y are rigid, using lemma 3.57, h and h
1
are in the same orbit
under the ation of AutCpT
1
q AutCpT
2
q and, as a onsequene,
à
gPΓ
g bX 
à
gPΓ
g b Y
whih implies that X and Y are ongruent modulo Γ. 
Let us now adapt [FK, orollary 4.4℄:
Proposition 3.60. If the rank of
rBpT q is full, then
(i) X ÞÑ PX indues an injetion from the set of indeomposable lasses of C modulo Γ suh
that
À
XPX X is rigid.
(ii) Suppose that E  AddpCqΓ is a nite multiset of maximal rigid Γ-stable ategories, and
x for every T 1 P E, an objet XT 1 P T
1
. If the XT 1 are not ongruent modulo Γ
pairwise, then the PXT 1
are linearly independent.
Proof. The rst point is a diret onsequene of the seond. Suppose that for some cT 1 P Q,
¸
T 1PE
cT 1PX
T 1
 0.
Using the proof of [FK, orollary 4.4℄, one dedues the relation
¸
T 1PE
cT 1
n
¹
i1
x
rindT pXT 1 q:rTiss
i
 0
where rindT pXT 1q : rTiss is the oeient of rTis in the deomposition of indT pXT 1q in the basis
trTjsujPJ1,nK. Hene
¸
T 1PE
cT 1
¹
iPI
x
rind1
T
pX
T 1
q:rT iss
i  0
where rT is is the orbit of rTis in K0pT q{Γ. Using previous lemma, the ind
1
T pXT 1q are distint.
Hene, every cT 1 vanishes. 
Corollary 3.61. If
rBpT q is of full rank then the PX , where X runs over the equivalene lasses
of C modulo Γ suh that
à
XPX
X
is rigid, are linearly independent over Q. The luster monomials with oeients are linearly
independent over Q. Equivalently, the luster monomials without oeients are linearly inde-
pendent over the ground ring.
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Proof. The seond part is an immediate onsequene of the rst one beause the luster mono-
mials ome from suh X through the inlusion ApBpT qq  ApC,Γ,T q. The rst point is a lear
onsequene of proposition 3.60. 
Remark 3.62. Of ourse, in proposition 3.60 and orollary 3.61, one an replae the assumption
that
rBpT q has maximal rank by the stronger hypothesis that BpT q has maximal rank.
4. Appliations
4.1. Reminder about root systems and enveloping algebras. For more details about this
setion, see for example [Hub1, 1.4℄. Let
rC be a symmetrizable generalized Cartan matrix with
rows indexed by
r∆0 and let r∆ be the bi-valued unoriented graph with vertex-set r∆0 suh that
if i, j P r∆0, there is an edge between i and j if Cij   0 and its valuation is pCij,Cjiq. Let Γ
be a group ating on
r∆ in suh a way that r∆ has no edge between any two verties of the same
Γ-orbit (the ation will be said to be admissible).
Denition 4.1. One will denote by ∆ the unoriented graph with vertex-set r∆0{Γ and Cartan
matrix dened by
Cij 
1
#j
¸
pi,jqPij
rCij .
Lemma 4.2. Every symmetrizable Cartan matrix an be obtained by this method from a sym-
metri Cartan matrix and a yli group.
Proof. Suppose that C 1 is a symmetrizable matrix of order n. Let pdiqiPJ1,nK be the positive
integer entries of a diagonal matrix D suh that DC 1 is symmetri. For i P J1, nK put ni 
±
ji dj . Let
I 
¤
iPJ1,nK
tiu  Z{niZ.
One denotes by a the automorphism of I dened by pi, jq ÞÑ pi, j   1q. For pi, jq and pi1, j1q in I
dene
C2
pi,jq,pi1,j1q 
#
diC
1
ii1
di_di1

di1C
1
i1i
di_di1
if ni ^ ni1 |j  j
1
0 else.
It is easy to hek that the group generated by a ats on the diagram assoiated to the Cartan
matrix C2. Moreover, it is an easy omputation to hek that the symmetri Cartan matrix
obtained from C2 and a is C 1. 
Remark 4.3. An other proof of lemma 4.2 is given in [Lus2, proposition 14.1.2℄.
Let g and rg be the Ka-Moody Lie algebras assoiated to C and rC. One denotes by preiqiPQ0
and p
rfiqiPQ0 (resp. peiqiPQ0{Γ and pfiqiPQ0{Γ) the Chevalley generators of rg (resp. g). One sets
hi  rei, fis and rhi  rrei, rfis. Let n (resp. n) be the nilpotent subalgebra (resp. opposite
nilpotent subalgebra) of g generated by the peiqiPQ0{Γ (resp. by the pfiqiPQ0{Γ). Let b (resp. b)
be the Borel subalgebra (resp. opposite Borel subalgebra) of g generated by the phiqiPQ0{Γ and
n (resp. n

). Let
rn (resp. rn

) be the nilpotent subalgebra (resp. opposite nilpotent subalgebra)
of
rg generated by the preiqiPQ0 (resp. by the p
rfiqiPQ0 . Let
rb (resp. rb

) be the Borel subalgebra
(resp. opposite Borel subalgebra) of
rg generated by the prhiqiPQ0 and rn (resp. rn).
As Γ ats on r∆, it ats also on rg by extending its ation on the Chevalley generators.
Proposition 4.4 ([Hub1, theorem 7.1.5℄). There is a monomorphism of Lie algebras g ãÑ rgΓ
ei ÞÑ
¸
iPi
rei fi ÞÑ
¸
iPi
rfi hi ÞÑ
¸
iPi
rhi
whih an be restrited to a monomorphism n ãÑ rnΓ. If C, or equivalently rC, is of Dynkin type,
this monomorphism is an isomorphism.
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Corollary 4.5. There is an epimorphism
κ : Uprnqgr{Γ։ Upnq

gr
where the quotient by Γ has to be understood as the quotient by the ideal generated by the elements
of the form pgf  f q for g P Γ and f P Uprnqgr. Here, Uprnq

gr and Upnq

gr denote graded dual
spaes. If C is of Dynkin type, κ is an isomorphim.
Proof. It is a lear translation of proposition 4.4. 
Lemma 4.6 ([Hub2, proposition 4℄). Let R be a root system of type r∆. Let V be the lattie
generated by R. Then the linear map
α : V Ñ V
v ÞÑ
¸
gPΓ
gv
maps R to a root system of type ∆.
4.2. Sub IJ and partial ag varieties. This appliation generalizes [GLS6℄. Let Q be a quiver
suh that the underlying unoriented graph
r∆ is a Dynkin diagram of type A, D or E. Let Γ be
a group ating on Q in suh a way that Q has no arrow between any two verties of the same
orbit (the ation will be said to be admissible). It indues an ation on
r∆. We denote by QΓ
the same quiver as in setion 2.8 and by
r∆Γ the underlying unoriented graph. We denote by ∆
the diagram dened in setion 4.1.
Here is the list of all possible ases, where Γ ats faithfully on a Dynkin diagram r∆.
r∆ Γ ∆ r∆Γ
1 2 . . . n 1
LLL
L
n
1
1
2
1 . . .
pn 1q
1
tttt
Z{2Z
1 2 . . . n 1
<
n
n
 
1 2 . . . n 1
ttt
JJ
J
n

n
1 2 . . . n 1
uuuu
HH
H
n
1
Z{2Z
1 2 . . . n 1
>
n
1
 
2
 
. . .
pn 1q
 
LLL
L
n
1

2

. . .
pn 1q

rrrr
1
@@
@
1
1 2
1
2

Z{3Z 1
<
2
21
1
wwwww
DD
DD
2
e
2ipi
3
2
e

2ipi
3
1
@@
@
1
1 2
1
2

S3 1
<
2
2
 
1
 
{{{
DDD
22
1

zzz
CCC
2

1
BB
B
2
@@
@
3 4
2
1

1
1
~~~
Z{2Z 1 2
<
3 4
4
 
3
 
{{{
1 2
}}}
AA
A
3

CCC
4

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Remark 4.7. Observe that all non simply-laed Dynkin diagrams an be realized for appropriate
r∆ and Γ.
One retains the notation of setion 4.1. Let N and rN be the Lie groups assoiated with n
and
rn.
Notation 4.8. If i P Q0, xi denotes the one-parameter subgroup of rN dened by
xiptq  exppteiq.
Let X P modΛQ and piq  i1i2 . . . in be a word on Q0. One will denote by ΦX,piq the (losed)
subvariety of
Gr0pXq Gr1pXq     Grn2pXq Grn1pXq
onsisting of the pX0,X1, . . . ,Xn2,Xn1q suh that
 for all j P J1, n  1K, Xj1  Xj ;
 for all j P J1, n  1K, Xj{Xj1  Sij ;
 X{Xn1  Sin .
The following result is obtained by duality from the Lagrangian onstrution of Upnq by
Lusztig [Lus1℄, [Lus4℄.
Theorem 4.9 ([GLS3, 9℄). For all X P modΛQ, there exists a unique ϕX P CrN s suh that
for every word piq on Q0, and every t P C
n
(where n is the length of piq),
ϕXpxi1pt1qxi2pt2q . . . xinptnqq 
¸
aPNn
χ
 
ΦX,piqa
 ta
a!
.
Here, piqa  i1 . . . i1
loomoon
a1
i2 . . . i2
loomoon
a2
. . . in . . . in
loomoo
an
, ta  ta11 t
a2
2 . . . t
an
n and a!  a1!a2! . . . an!.
Using the dualities CrN s  Upnqgr and Cr
rN s  Uprnqgr, we an lift the ation of Γ on Uprnq

gr
to an ation of Γ on Cr rN s. Therefore the isomorphism κ dened in orollary 4.5 an be lifted
to an isomorphism κ : Cr rN s{Γ  CrN s where the quotient by Γ is the quotient by the ideal
generated by the elements of the form pgf  f q for g P Γ and f P Cr rN s.
Notation 4.10. For X P modΛQ, let ψX  κpπpϕX qq where π : Cr rNs Ñ Cr rN s{Γ is the
anonial projetion.
The ation of Γ on Q indues an ation of Γ on kQ, then on ΛQ, then on modΛQ (see setion
2.8). Following the proof of [GLS5, theorem 3, 8℄, it is easy to see that the following diagram
ommutes:
Ext1ΛQp1,2q
c

gb // Ext1ΛQpg b1,g b2q
c

Ext1ΛQp2,1q
 Ext1ΛQpg b2,g b1q

pgbq
oo
where c is the funtorial isomorphism from Ext1ΛQp1,2q to Ext
1
ΛQ
p2,1q

. In other terms,
the ation of Γ on modΛQ is 2-Calabi-Yau in the sense of denition 2.46.
Lemma 4.11. For X P modΛQ and g P Γ,
ψgbX  ψX .
Proof. One has
ϕgbXpxi1pt1qxi2pt2q . . . xinptnqq 
¸
aPNn
χ
 
ΦgbX,piqa
 ta
a!

¸
aPNn
χ

ΦX,g1piqa
	 ta
a!
 ϕXpxg1i1pt1qxg1i2pt2q . . . xg1inptnqq
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whih implies the result. 
Notation 4.12. One will denote
ψX  ψX
where X is the Γ-orbit of X.
Theorem 4.13 ([GLS2, lemma 7.3℄ and [GLS3, theorem 9.2℄). (i) If X,Y P modΛQ then
ϕX`Y  ϕXϕY .
(ii) If X,Y P modΛQ and dimExt
1
ΛQ
pX,Y q  1, and if one onsiders two non-split short
exat sequenes
0Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 and 0Ñ Y Ñ Z 1 Ñ X Ñ 0
then ϕXϕY  ϕZ   ϕZ 1.
Corollary 4.14. (i) If X,Y P modΛQ,
ψX`Y  ψXψY .
(ii) If X,Y P modΛQ and dimExt
1
ΛQ
pX,Y q  1, and if one onsiders two non-split short
exat sequenes
0Ñ X Ñ Z Ñ Y Ñ 0 and 0Ñ Y Ñ Z 1 Ñ X Ñ 0
then ψXψY  ψZ   ψZ 1.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fat that ψX is the image of ϕX under a ring homo-
morphism. 
Let now J  Q0 be non-empty, Γ-stable and K  Q0zJ .
Denition 4.15. For j P Q0, one denotes by Ij the injetive ΛQ-module of sole Sj . Put
IJ 
à
jPJ
Ij
and denote by Sub IJ the full subategory ofmodΛQ whose objets are isomorphi to submodules
of I`nJ for some n P N.
Proposition 4.16 ([GLS6, 3℄). The ategory Sub IJ is an exat, Hom-nite, Krull-Shmidt,
Frobenius, and 2-Calabi-Yau subategory of modΛQ.
Lemma 4.17. All projetive objets of Sub IJ have right rigid quasi-approximations.
Proof. First of all, for every simple ΛQ-module S,
à
gPΓ
g b S
is rigid beause the ation of Γ on Q is admissible. Moreover, the injetive objets Li of Sub IJ
onstruted expliitly in [GLS6, 3.3℄ have simple heads. It is now lear that lemma 3.20 an be
applied. 
Notation 4.18. If i P Q0, one denotes by E
:
i the funtor from modΛQ to itself that maps a
module to its quotient by the largest possible power of Si.
Proposition 4.19 ([GLS6, proposition 5.1℄). The E
:
i satisfy the following relations
(i) E
:
i E
:
i  E
:
i ;
(ii) E
:
i E
:
j  E
:
j E
:
i if there is no edge between i and j in ∆;
(iii) E
:
i E
:
j E
:
i  E
:
j E
:
i E
:
j if there is an edge between i and j in ∆.
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Notation 4.20. If i P Q0{Γ, one denotes
E
:
i 
¹
iPi
E
:
i
whih is well-dened beause the fators E
:
i in the produt ommute. This funtor maps the
Γ-stable objets of modΛQ to Γ-stable objets.
Denote
r∆K (resp. ∆K) the restrition of the diagram r∆ to K (resp. of the diagram ∆ to
K{Γ). Denote by W , W , WK and WK the Weyl groups of ∆, r∆, ∆K and r∆K .
One denotes by pσiqiPQ0 (resp. pσiqiPQ0{Γ) the generators of
W (resp. W ). One gets an
injetive morphism
W Ñ W
σi ÞÑ
¹
iPi
σi
whih restrits to a morphism from WK to WK .
Proposition 4.21. Let piq be a redued expression of the longest element of W and ℓ be its
length. Assume that piq has a left fator whih is a redued expression of the longest element of
WK . Then
T
piq 
ℓ
à
m1
E
:
i1
E
:
i2
. . . E
:
im

à
iPim
Ii

`
à
iPQ0
Ii
has a diret summand T
piq,K whih is maximal rigid and Γ-stable in Sub IJ .
Proof. The only thing to add to [GLS6, proposition 7.3℄ is that T
piq,K is Γ-stable. It is lear by
denition of the funtors E
:
i . 
Example 4.22. Suppose here that
r∆  A5 is indexed in the following way:
a b c b1 a1
on whih Γ  Z{2Z ats in the only non-trivial possible way. Hene ∆  C3 indexed in the
following way:
a b
<
c
Let J{Γ  tcu. Then piq  pa, b, a, c, b, a, c, b, cq is suitable. Then, it is easy to ompute T
piq and
therefore T
piq,K (see gure 1).
Fix now T  T
piq,K as in proposition 4.21. Let T  addpT q.
Lemma 4.23. The ategory T has no Γ-loops nor Γ-2-yles.
Proof. By [GLS6℄, T is luster-tilting and EndSub IJ pT q is of nite global dimension. The result
follows by theorem 3.33. 
Hene, we an apply the results of setion 3.5. We retain the notation of setion 3.5.
Example 4.24. Continue with example 4.22. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of T is displayed
in gure 2. The ation of Γ orresponds to the reetion in the middle horizontal τ -orbit. The
projetive-injetive objets are the ve rightmost ones. Indexing the lines of the exhange matrix
by the Γ-orbits of
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Figure 1. Expliit omputation of T
piq and Tpiq,K
in this order, one gets
BpT q 








0 1 1
2 0 2
1 1 0
0 1 0
2 1 0
1 0 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
For X P modΛQ and i P Q0{Γ, let kipXq be the total dimension of the maximal submodule
of X supported by i. Let R be the set of isomorphism lasses of ΛQ-modules X suh that
à
gPΓ
g bX
is rigid. If d P NQ0{Γ, Rd is the set of elements of R of dimension vetor (summed on Γ-orbits)
d and if k P N, Rd,i,k  tX P Rd | kipXq  ku. One will denote by  the equivalene relation
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Figure 2. Auslander-Reiten quiver of T
on R identifying X and Y if
à
gPΓ
g bX 
à
gPΓ
g b Y.
Lemma 4.25. With the previous notation, E
:
i
indues an injetion fromRd,i,k{  to Rdki,i,0{ .
Proof. First of all, the map is learly dened. Let now X,Y P Rd,i,k suh that E
:
i
pXq  E
:
i
pY q.
Dene
rX 
À
gPΓ gbX and
rY 
À
gPΓ gbY . These two rigid modules have the same dimension
vetor. Moreover, at eah vertex of i, they have the same sole. Finally E
:
i
p
rXq  E
:
i
p
rY q. Using
[Lus1, lemma 12.5 (e)℄ together with the result stating that the orbit of a rigid module is a dense
open subset of its irreduible omponent in the module variety [GLS3, orollary 3.15℄, it implies
that
rX  rY . Hene X  Y whih is the laimed result. 
For X P modΛQ, denotes by εX the element of Upnq

orresponding to ψX . If f P Upnq,
i P Q0{Γ and n P N, one gets
εXpfe
n
i q 
¸
kPZ
kχ
!
Y P GrnpXq | dimY  i
n
and ε
X{Y pf q  k
)	
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where dimY denotes the dimension vetor (summed on Γ-orbits) of Y and χ denotes the Euler
harateristi (it follows for example from [GLS2, 5.2℄).
Proposition 4.26. (i) For all X P R, there exists fX P Upnq homogeneous of degree d
suh that for every Y P R,
εY pfXq 
"
1 if X  Y ;
0 else.
(ii) The ψX , where X runs over the equivalene lasses of indeomposable objets of T , are
algebraially independent.
(iii) Cluster monomials of CrN s are linearly independent.
Remark 4.27. The following proof is an adaptation of the proof of existene of the semianonial
basis by Lusztig [Lus4℄. We suggested a proof in [Dem2℄ whih was very lose to this one, with
a dual desription of the luster harater. Unfortunately, we are not able to onstrut in this
way an analogue of the dual semianonial basis in the non simply-laed ase, but only the set
of luster monomials whih should be a part of it.
Proof. First, (iii) is an easy onsequene of (i) beause luster monomials of CrN s are of the
form ψX where X P R. Moreover (ii) is a partiular ase of (iii). Let d be suh that X P Rd.
Let us onstrut fX by indution on d. For d  0, f0  1. Suppose that d  0. As X is
nilpotent, there exists i suh that kipXq ¡ 0. Let us now argue by dereasing indution on
kipXq. Suppose the result is proved for every X
1
of dimension d suh that kipXq   kipX
1
q 6 di.
Let f

 f
E
:
i
pXq
e
kipXq
i . For Y P R, one gets
εY pfq 
¸
kPZ
kχ
!
Z P GrkipXqpY q | dimZ  i
kipXq
and ε
Y {Z

f
E
:
i
pXq
	
 k
)	

$
'
&
'
%
0 if kipY q   kipXq
ε
E
:
i
pY q

f
E
:
i
pXq
	
if kipY q  kipXq
indeterminate if kipY q ¡ kipXq

$
'
'
&
'
%
0 if kipY q   kipXq
0 if kipY q  kipXq and E
:
i pY q ≁ E
:
i pXq
1 if kipY q  kipXq and E
:
i pY q  E
:
i pXq
indeterminate if kipY q ¡ kipXq

$
'
&
'
'
%
0 if kipY q   kipXq
0 if kipY q  kipXq and Y ≁ X
1 if Y  X
indeterminate if kipY q ¡ kipXq.
Hene
fX  f 
¸
Y PRd{Γ
kipY q¡kipXq
εY pfqfY
is suitable (the fY in the sum exist by indution). 
The seond point of proposition 4.26 together with orollary 4.14 proves that ppψXq, BpT qq is
the initial seed of a luster algebra where X runs over the equivalene lasses of indeomposable
objets of T .
Using [GLS6, 9.3.2℄, one an now expliitly ompute BpT q. One denotes by r the number of
positive roots of ∆ and rK the number of positive roots of ∆|K{Γ.
Consider piq and ℓ dened as before. Let I  Q0{Γ
²
J1, ℓK ordered in the following way:
the order on Q0{Γ does not matter, the order on J1, ℓK is the natural one and, if j P Q0{Γ and
n P J1, ℓK then j   n. We now extend the word piq dened on J1, ℓK to a word dened on I
by seting, for j P Q0{Γ, ij  j. Let eppiqq  tn P J1, ℓK | Dm P J1, ℓK,m ¡ n and im  inu. If
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n P eppiqq
²
Q0{Γ, then one denotes n
 
 mintm P J1, ℓK |m ¡ n and im  inu. For j P K{Γ,
let tj  maxtt 6 rK | it  ju. For j P J{Γ, let tj  j. Then, one onstruts a matrix Bppiq,Kq
whose lines are indexed by pKrK , rKX eppiqqq
²
ttj | j P Q0{Γu and olumns by KrK , rKX eppiqq:
Bppiq,Kqmn 
$
'
'
&
'
'
'
%
1 if m   n
1 if n   m
Cimin if n   m   n
 
  m 
Cimin if m   n   m
 
  n 
0 else.
where C is the Cartan matrix of ∆.
Example 4.28. Continue with example 4.22. Then eppiqq  t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7u. One omputes
a   1, b   2, c   4, 1   3, 2   5, 3   6, 4   7, 5   8 and 7   9. And also ta  3,
tb  2 and tc  c. One dedues that Bppiq,Kq has lines indexed by t4, 5, 7, 3, 2, cu and olumns
indexed by t4, 5, 7u. The Cartan matrix of ∆ is
C 


2 1 0
1 2 2
0 1 2

.
Hene,
Bppiq,Kq 








0 1 1
2 0 2
1 1 0
0 1 0
2 1 0
1 0 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
Proposition 4.29. There is an indexation of the Γ-orbits of indeomposable diret summands
of T  T
piq,K by ttn |n P Q0{Γu
²
pKrK , rKX eppiqqq suh that, via this identiation,
BpT q  Bppiq,Kq.
Proof. Let piq be the image of piq by the substitution
i P Q0{Γ ÞÑ
¹
iPi
i
where the order of the letters in the produt does not matter. Hene, one gets a representative
of the longest element of
W .
First of all, aording to [GLS6, 9.3.2℄,
rBpT q  rBppiq,Kq where rBppiq,Kq is the analogous
of Bppiq,Kq for the ation of the trivial group. To n P J1, rK, one assigns the set n1  J1, rK
where r is the number of positive roots of
r∆ in suh a way that the set of letters at positions n1
in piq omes from the letter at position n in piq through the above substitution. For j P Q0{Γ,
let j1  j. Finally, for n P Q0{Γ
²
J1, rK, let n P n1. Then, it is enough to do the following
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omputation using proposition 3.40, where
rC is the Cartan matrix of r∆:
BpT qmn 
¸
rmPm1
rBpT q
rmn 
¸
rmPm1
rBppiq,Kq
rmn

¸
rmPm1
$
'
'
&
'
'
'
%
1 if rm   n
1 if n   rm

rCi
min if n

  rm   n    rm 
rCi
min if rm   n

  rm    n 
0 else.

$
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
%
1 if m   n
1 if n   m
°
rmPm1 
rCi
min if n   m   n
 
  m 
°
rmPm1
rCi
min if m   n   m
 
  n 
0 else.

$
'
'
'
&
'
'
'
%
1 if m   n
1 if n   m
Cimin if n   m   n
 
  m 
Cimin if m   n   m
 
  n 
0 else.
whih is the expeted result. 
Corollary 4.30. The matrix BpT q is of full rank.
Proof. It is lear that for any olumn index n of the matrix Bppiq,Kq, there is a unique line
index n suh that pnq   n. Hene, for all olumn indies n, Bppiq,Kqnn  1 by denition
of Bppiq,Kq. Moreover, if m   n are two olumn indies, then Bppiq,Kqmn  0 as pm

q
 

m   n. For summarize, the submatrix of Bppiq,Kq whose lines are the n in the same order as
the olumns is lower triangular with diagonal 1. 
Remarks 4.31.  One onjetures that for every Γ-orbit X of isomorphism lasses of
Sub IJ , one has
ψX  PXpψT iqiPQ0{Γ.
This is learly true for the rigid X whih an be reahed from T by mutations.
 Using orollary 3.61, it gives another proof of the linear independene of luster mono-
mials of CrN s than proposition 4.26.
Let G (resp. rG) be the onneted and simply-onneted simple Lie group orresponding to
the Lie algebra g (resp. rg). Let B (resp. rB) be its Borel subgroup orresponding to the Lie
algebra b (resp. rb). Now, N and rN are onsidered to be unipotent subgroups of B and rB. Let
rBK be the paraboli subgroup of rG generated by rB and the one-parameter subgroups
txiptq for
i P K and t P C. Let also BK be the paraboli subgroup of G generated by B and the images in
G of the one-parameters subgroups txiptq for i P K and t P C. Let rNK be the unipotent radial
of
rBK . Let NK be the unipotent radial of BK .
Let A1pSub IJ ,Γ,T q be the subalgebra of CrN s generated by the ψX , where X runs over the
Γ-orbits of isomorphism lasses of Sub IJ suh that
à
XPX
X
is rigid.
Let A10pSub IJ ,Γ,T q be the subalgebra of CrN s generated by the ψX , where X runs over the
Γ-orbits of Sub IJ . The algebras ApSub IJ ,Γ,T q and A0pSub IJ ,Γ,T q were dened in setion
3.5.
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Proposition 4.32. If the onjeture of remark 4.31 holds true then there is a ommutative
diagram
ApBpT qq
iI
vvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
 u
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
ApSub IJ ,Γ,T q _

 // A1pSub IJ ,Γ,T q _

A0pSub IJ ,Γ,T q
 // A10pSub IJ ,Γ,T q.
Proof. It is lear beause the pψT iqiPQ0{Γ are algebraially independent. 
Remark 4.33. In proposition 4.32, the four inlusions exist even if the onjeture of remark 4.31
does not hold. It is a hard problem to understand when these inlusions are isomorphisms.
Proposition 4.34. One has CrNK s  A
1
0pSub IJ ,Γ,T q.
Proof. This is the immediate translation of [GLS6, proposition 9.1℄ together with the fat that
κ : Cr rN s{Γ  CrN s dened just before notation 4.10 restrits to an isomorphism Cr rNK s{Γ 
CrNKs. 
Conjeture 4.35. One has CrNKs  ApBpT qq.
Lemma 4.36. The lusters of ApBpT qq have
(i) r  rK luster variables;
(ii) #Q0{Γ oeients.
Proof. The point (ii) is proved using [GLS6, proposition 3.2℄. The proof of (i) starts with the
partiular ase K  H. In this ase, the upper bound by r is found as in [GS℄, by ounting
the Γ-stable omponents of the module variety, and using the desription of the roots of ∆ of
lemma 4.6. Let now T be a basi maximal Γ-stable rigid ΛQ-module. As we have seen before,
it is luster tilting and therefore, aording to [GLS6, proposition 7.3℄, it has r indeomposable
diret summands where r is the number of positive roots of
r∆. One see that the Γ-orbits of
these summands orrespond to Γ-orbits of roots in the desription of [GS℄. Hene T has exatly
r Γ-orbits of indeomposable summands using lemma 4.6. After that, if K  H, the proof of
[GLS6, proposition 7.1℄ works exatly in the same way and therefore, there is at most r  rK
luster variables. The fat that r  rK is reahed is the same as above for proving that r is
reahed. 
One an now prove the following result, a part of whih is proved in [GLS6, 11.4℄ and the
other part is onjetured in [GLS6, 14.2℄:
Proposition 4.37. The luster algebra ApBpT qq has a nite number of lusters exatly in the
following ases (the irled verties are those of J and n is the number of verties):
Type of G Type of ApBpT qq
d

. . .

A0

d

. . .

An2
d d

. . .

An1
d

. . .

d
pA1q
n1
d

. . .

d

A2n4
d d

. . .

d
A2n3
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Type of G Type of ApBpT qq
d

. . .

d

A2n4

d d

D4
d d d

D5
d d d d
D6
 
d
 
D4
d

d
 
E6

d d
 
E6
d d d
 
E7
 
d
  
E6

d d
  
E8
 
d
   
E8

d

. . .

     
>>
>>
>

pA1q
n2
d
 

??
??
?
d
A5
d
  

AA
AA
A

A5
d

. . .

<

pA1q
n1
d

. . .

>

pA1q
n1
d
>
d
B2  C2
 
<
d
B3
 
>
d
C3
Proof. All simply laed ases are proved in [GLS6, 11.4℄. The other ases must ome from a
simply laed ase endowed with a group ation by proposition 3.55. Thus, one has to look at
the automorphisms of eah diagram stabilizing J . This gives immediately a list of ve non
simply-laed ases:
Type of
rG Γ Type of G
d

. . .

d
Z{2Z
d

. . .

<

d d d
Z{2Z
d
>
d
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Type of
rG Γ Type of G
 
d
 
Z{2Z
 
<
d

d

. . .

     
>>
>>
>

Z{2Z
d

. . .

>

d
 

??
??
?
d
Z{2Z
 
>
d
Compute their luster type: the diagram
d

. . .

<

with n verties omes from the diagram
d

. . .

d
with 2n  1 verties endowed with the only non-trivial automorphism of order 2. Hene, its
type must be obtained from pA1q
2n2
with the ation of Z{2Z; thus, its luster type is of
the form pA1q
k
for some k. Using lemma 4.36, the number of luster variables in a luster is
r rK  n
2
 pn 1q2  2n 1 and if one removes the n oeients, its type has to be of rank
n 1 whih implies the its luster type is pA1q
n1
. The other ases an be handled by the same
method. 
4.3. Categories CM and unipotent groups. This appliation is a generalization of [GLS1℄.
Let Q be now an arbitrary quiver without oriented yles. Let Γ be a group ating on Q in an
admissible way (see previous setion). The algebra kQ is naturally identied with a subalgebra
of ΛQ, one denotes by
πQ : modΛQ Ñ mod kQ
the orresponding restrition funtor. It is essentially surjetive.
Denition 4.38. A module M P mod kQ is said to be terminal if
(i) M is preinjetive;
(ii) if X P mod kQ is indeomposable and HomkQpM,Xq  0, then X P addpMq;
(iii) addpMq ontains all injetive kQ-modules.
Denition 4.39. Let M P mod kQ be a terminal module. Dene
CM  π
1
Q paddpMqq.
Theorem 4.40. [GLS1, theorem 2.1℄ Let M P mod kQ be a terminal module. Then the ategory
CM is an exat, Hom-nite, Krull-Shmidt, Frobenius, and 2-Calabi-Yau subategory of modΛQ.
Let M be a terminal, Γ-stable mod kQ-module.
Reall the following lemma of Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer:
Lemma 4.41 ([GLS1, lemma 5.6℄). The ategory CM is a subategory of modΛQ stable by
fators. In other terms, for X P CM and Y a ΛQ-submodule of X, then X{Y P CM .
Corollary 4.42. All projetive objets of CM have left rigid quasi-approximations.
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Proof. In order to prove this, it is enough to see that the hypothesis of lemma 3.20 are satised.
The lemmas at the beginning of [GLS1, 8℄ prove that the projetive objets of CM have simple
soles in modΛQ. Moreover, as the ation of Γ on Q is admissible,
À
gPΓ g b S is rigid for
all simple ΛQ-modules S. The other hypothesis of lemma 3.20 are immediate onsequenes of
lemma 4.41. 
The ΛQ-modules TM and T
_
M onstruted in [GLS1, 7℄ are luster-tilting and EndCM pTM q
and EndCM pT
_
M q are of nite global dimension. Moreover, they are Γ-stable as M is.
The ation of Γ is 2-Calabi-Yau in the sense of denition 2.46 for the same reasons as in the
previous setion. Hene, one an apply the results of setion 3.5 in CM with T  addpTM q and
T _  addpT_M q.
Let Θ be the Gabriel quiver of EndkQpMq, in whih one adds an arrow x Ñ τpxq for every
vertex x suh that τpxq orrespond to an indeomposable objet of addpMq (where τ is the
Auslander-Reiten translation). A vertex i of Θ is alled to be frozen if τpiq R Θ.
Proposition 4.43 ([GLS1, 7.2℄). The matries
rBpT q and rBpT _q are equal, with an appropriate
indexation, to the adjaeny matrix of Θ, from whih the olumns orresponding to frozen verties
are removed.
Notation 4.44. Let NQ
op
0  N  Q0 and NQ
op
1  N  Q
op
1
²
N  Q1 endowed with maps
s, t : NQ
op
1 Ñ NQ
op
0 dened by
spn, qq 
"
pn, spqqq if pn, qq P NQ
op
1
pn  1, spqqq if pn, qq P NQ1
tpn, qq  pn, tpqqq.
Thus, one dened a quiver NQop. Let also rΘ be the quiver NQop, on whih one adds the arrows
pn, iq Ñ pn  1, iq for pn, iq P NQ
op
0 .
As Q has no yles, an order on Q0 an be xed in suh a way that every arrow of Q has a
larger target than its soure and in suh a way that Γ ats on Q0 by inreasing maps. Thus,
this order indues an order on Q0{Γ. Then, one endows NQ
op
0  NQ
op
with the lexiographi
order.
It is lassial that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of addpMq is a subquiver of NQop and that
Θ is a subquiver of rΘ, the Auslander-Reiten translation τ of addpMq being given by the arrows
pn, iq Ñ pn  1, iq in rΘ.
Corollary 4.45. The matrix BpT q has full rank.
Proof. One will use the struture of
rΘ. For every non-frozen Γ-orbit X of Θ, τpXq is a Γ-orbit
of Θ. One restrits the order on verties of rΘ to an order on verties of Θ. Then, one gets for
every non-frozen Γ-orbit X of Θ, BpT qτpXq,X  1 and, if one onsiders another non-frozen
Γ-orbit Y   X of Θ, BpT qτpXq,Y  0 by onstrution of the order on
rΘ. In other words, the
submatrix of BpT q whose lines are the τpXq is upper triangular of diagonal 1. 
Corollary 4.46. The luster monomial of ApCM ,Γ,T q are linearly independent.
Proof. It is a diret appliation of orollary 3.61. 
Theorem 4.47. For every ayli luster algebra without oeient A, there is a quiver Q, a
nite group Γ ating on Q, a terminal module M of mod kQ and a luster-tilting subategory T
of CM suh that the luster algebra ApCM ,Γ,T q with oeients speialized to 1 is isomorphi
to A. This holds in partiular for luster algebras of nite type.
Proof. Using the same proof as for lemma 4.2 for an ayli exhange matrix B of A, there
is a skew-symmetri matrix
rB and an ation of a nite group Γ on it, suh that B is given
by proposition 3.40 (ii). It is easy to see that
rB is ayli. Let Q be the quiver of adjaeny
matrix
rB. If mod kQ has no projetive-injetive objet (i.e., Q is not of type An oriented in one
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diretion), then, M  kQop` τpkQopq is suitable. If Q is of type An oriented in one diretion, Γ
ats trivially. In this ase, let Q1 be a quiver of type An 1. Then Q
1
with M  kQ1 op` τpkQopq
is suitable (where Q is onsidered to be a subquiver of Q1 with the same soure). 
Here are two results whih are immediate onsequenes of [GLS1℄.
Proposition 4.48. There exists in ApCM ,Γ,T q a sequene of mutations going from T to T
_
.
Proof. Geiÿ, Leler and Shröer desribed in [GLS1, 18℄ a sequene of mutations going from
T to T _ in ApCM ,T q. It is easy to see, following their algorithm, that one an sort these
mutations in suh a way that the mutations of a Γ-orbit of C are onseutive (it is enough to
permute mutations whih ommute). Then, by proposition 3.40, it is lear that this sequene of
mutations omes from a sequene of mutations in ApCM ,Γ,T q. 
Proposition 4.49. The algebra ApBpT qq is a polynomial ring. More preisely,
ApBpT qq  CrPX sXPM
where
M is the set of Γ-orbits of isomorphism lasses of indeomposable objets of addpMq.
Proof. By orollary 3.52, ApBpT qq  Ap rBpT qq{Γ so, using [GLS1, theorem 3.4℄, there is an
inlusion ApBpT qq  CrPXsXPM . For the onverse inlusion, one uses the same tehnique as in
[GLS1, 20.2℄: every X P M appears in the sequene of mutations of the previous proposition.

The end of this setion deals with the ase of general Ka-Moody groups. It works in partiu-
lar for semisimple Lie groups. For more details about the innite dimensinal ase, in partiular
about the onstrutions of the nite dimensional subgroups Npwq and Nw, one refers to [GLS1℄.
One retains the notation of setion 4.1. Let N (resp. rN) be the pro-unipotent pro-group dened
from n (resp. rn) as in [GLS1, 22℄ (see also [Kum, 4.4℄) in suh a way that CrN s  Upnqgr and
Cr rN s  Uprnqgr.
One denotes by
r∆ M the set of dimension vetors of indeomposable diret summands of M .
As M is stable under the ation of Γ, r∆ M also and therefore, one an denote by ∆
 
M the image
of
r∆ M in the real part of a root system of type ∆. As in [GLS1, 3.7℄, there exists a unique w
in the Weyl group W of ∆ suh that ∆ M  tα P ∆
 
|wpαq   0u where ∆  is the subset of real
positive roots of ∆. Let rw be the image of w in W .
The subalgebras npwq (resp. rnpwq) of n (resp. rn) are dened as in [GLS1, 19.3℄. One retains
the denitions of the nite dimensional subgroups Npwq and Nw (resp. rNpwq and rNw) of N
(resp.
rN) given in [GLS1, 22℄. Then CrNpwqs  Upnpwqqgr and Cr
rNpwqs  Uprnpwqqgr. In the
partiular ase where Q is of Dynkin type, we are in the lassial Lie framework. In this ase, let
G (resp. rG) be the onneted and simply-onneted Lie group assoiated to g (resp. rg). Then
Npwq  N X pw1N

wq and Nw  N X pB

wB

q ;
rNp rwq  rN X p rw1 rN

rwq and rN rw  rN X p rB

rw rB

q
where B

(resp.
rB

) denotes the Borel subgroup of G (resp. rG) assoiated to b

(resp.
rb

)
and N

(resp.
rN

) denotes the unipotent subgroup of G (resp. rG) assoiated to n

(resp.
rn

).
Here is the analogous of [GLS1, theorem 3.5℄:
Theorem 4.50. The luster algebra ApBpT qq is a luster algebra struture on CrNpwqs. The
luster algebra
rApBpT qq obtained by inversing the oeients is a luster algebra struture on
CrNws.
Proof. Aording to [GLS1, theorem 3.5℄, Ap rBpT qq is a luster algebra struture on Cr rNp rwqs.
It is easy to see that the epimorphism κ : Uprnqgr{Γ ։ Upnq

gr (see setion 4.1) restrits to
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Figure 3. Auslander-Reiten quiver of Q
a morphism Uprnp rwqqgr{Γ Ñ Upnpwqq

gr. Hene, one an omplete the following ommutative
diagram :
ApBpT qq
  //
α


 Ap
rBpT qq{Γ
 // Cr rNp rwqs{Γ
 // Uprnp rwqqgr{Γ

  // Uprnqgr{Γ
κ

CrNpwqs
 // Upnpwqqgr
  // Upnqgr
Moreover, using an easy adaptation of proposition 4.26, one gets that α is a monomorphism.
Using proposition 4.49, one onludes that α is an epimorphism, beause, by the same method
as in [GLS1, proposition 22.2℄, CrPX sXPM is the whole algebra CrNpwqs.
The ase of CrNws is handled by the same method. 
Example 4.51. In this example, one will denote by Q the quiver
a boo coo // b1 // a1
endowed with the non-trivial ation of Γ  Z{2Z. The Auslander-Reiten quiver of modCQ is
displayed in gure 3. Denote by M0 the diret sum of the indeomposable CQ-modules so that
CM0  modΛQ. Let M be the diret sum of the indeomposable CQ-modules whih are situated
on the right of the double line in gure 3.
As seen before, the group N is of type C3. It an be realized as a subgroup of rN , whih is
seen as a subgroup of the subgroup of GL6pCq onsisting of the upper unitriangular matries.
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More preisely, N is the subgroup of GL6pCq generated by the one-parameter subgroups








1 t 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 t
0 0 0 0 0 1

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ









1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 t 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 t 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ









1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 t 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.
As a onsequene, CrN s is a quotient of Cr rN s. In the following table, to avoid umbersome
indies, we denote minors of a matrix x P N by indiating with solid dots the entries of the
orresponding submatrix of x.
Here is the list of the Γ-orbits of the isomorphism lasses of indeomposable diret summands
X of T_M0 and the realization of ψX (see notation 4.10) as a minor:
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Γ-orbit ψX
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The last two orbits are those whih do not appear in T_M . A simple omputation shows that the
element w orresponding to the objet M is w  σcσbσcσaσbσcσb. As a onsequene, the group
Npwq is the subgroup of N onsisting of the matries of the form
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and Nw is the subvariety of N onsisting of the matries whih satisfy
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